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‘VEEKLY NEW ERA.
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR. HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, :91.7 VOLUME XXVI, NO. 48
STANLEY'S SPEECH
Brilliant Young Kentucky Congressman Defends
the Association, Scores the Trust and Con-
demns Night Riding and All Forms
of Lawlessness.
The Hon. A. 0. Stanley, the bril-
liant and eloquent congressman from
Second Kentucky district, addressed
.a great crowd of people at the taber
.nacle, Saturday afternoon, in the
interest of the Planters' Protective
association.
His speech was a defense of the
sesociation against attacks of the
Eastern press, a denanciation of the
American Tobacco company and an
appeal for the strict observance of
• lite paid particular attention to a
recent article in the Saturday Even-
lug Post as an illustration of what
he characterized as many wanton
.and gratuitous assults upon farm-
Jers' organization.
, Mr. fitanley in conclusion called
On the members of the association
never to stain the magnificent rec-
ord of the organization by any act
of violence. On the authority of the
association he begged every officer
in the land from governor to cons-
table to do his duty fearlessly and
hunt down lawbreakers,and that be-
hind the effort, more than all others
anxious for the preservation of the
Continential Tobacco company .and
the Imperial Tobacco company, or
any two of said companies, in viola-
tion of the act passed July 2, 1890,
and entitled 'An act to protect trade
and commerce against unlawful re-
straint and monopolies,' or acts
amendatory thereof.
"And all facts which show or tend
to show that the American Tobacco
company, the Continential Tobacco
company or the Imperial .Tobacco
company, or any one or more of said
companies, in combination or singly,
have contrary to the laws of the
United States in such eases made
and provided, interferred with or
injured, or attempted to interfere
with, injure or destroy the business
of competing manufacturers of to-
bacco by the infringement of trade
marks or patents, cr by surrepti-
tiously adulterating or securing the
adulteration of the brands or output
of the competing cotnrianies engaged
in the manufacture and sale of
tobacco.
"And all other facts within the
knowledge of flip. Departmeut of
Commerce and Labor which show or
tend to show the Impending inter- At last the $100,000 worth of Christ-law, the association would stand ference with, or destruction of, ian county load bonds have beenlike adamant. competition on the part of the inde-
A large number of ladies graced rendent companies engaged in the 
sold, W. F. Garnett 415 Co., the pur-
chasers, and their attorney. John B.the occasion by their presence. manufacture or sale of tobacco by •Russell, appearing before the fiscalLebkeucher's brass band furnished the American Tobacco company, court Monday afternoon and statingdelightful music at the tabernacle the Imperial Tobacco company, that the records under which the
and preceded to the ouilding the or the Continential tobacco corn- issue was oroered to be made had
carriages containg the speaker and pany, or any one of them, by illicit been thoroughly investigated and
the officials of the association. • and illegal methods and devices," approved and the sale as made rati-
Rev. H. D. Smith opened the which having been submitted the re- fled. The fiscal court promptly ap-
proved the sale upon the part of the
county and the final contract wits1
signed, sealed and delivered. 'given. This pony is a gdnuine Shet-
The fiscal court then decided that land, guaranteed to be sound in ev-
he initial delivery of bonds to • the ery particular and fully broken to
purchasers under their &greet-dent to
through the mouth of the attorney
general himself declaring that this
trust, on account of its multiplied
iniquities, should no longer exist,
and that its very life was a menace
to the industrial integrity and the
commercial peace of the nation.
This indictment has fallen with
crushing weight upon the American
Tobacco company, and I am thank-
ful to say for a season at least it
silenced the putrid tongue of traduc-
tion. I believed then that the
American Tobacco company had
sounded all the depths and shoals o-
lawlessness and sin, that there was
no iniquity it had not accomplished.
I am here today to declare to you
that it has reached a still more in-
finite depth of infamy, that after a
brave people by united effort, after
enduring untold hardships with a
patience and fortitude which I have
(CONTINED ON PAGE 2
SALE IS RATIFIED
CHRISTIAN COUNTY'S G 0 0 D
ROAD BONDS SOLD.
•
Block of $20,000 to be Delivered
Oct. I.—Bids wanted on Cer-
tain Roads Now.
In order that, if innocent, I might
force the American Tobacco com-
pany to answer this accusation, no
matter how humble might be the
accuser, I did, on Idle 28th day of
M Iv, 1907, on the floor of the Fede-
4ral congress. offer the following res-
iiiution:
Resolved, that the president of the
United States be, and lie is hereby,
requested, if not incompatible with
the public interest, to report to the
Hous of Representatives, for its in-
forma' ion, all facts. within the
knowledge of the Department ofCom-
xnerce and Labor which show or
tend to show that there exists at this
time, or I eretofore within the last
twelve months has existed, a combi-
nation or arrangement between the
American Tobacco company, the
with prayer, and Charles Fort, pres-
ident of the association, introduced
Mr. Stanley.
An authorized report of his ad- eration of theirule the house could
dress follows: • as a court hear proof and investi-
Four years ago I declared that the gate the truth of falsity of the
American Tobacco company, the charge made. I charged specifically
Continential Tobacco company, the
Imperial Tobacco oompany and the
Regie contractors for France and
Spain, Austria and Italy, had form-
ed a combination in restraint of
trAde, and that pursuant to a law-
less and criminal conspiracy they
were endeavpring to absolutely anni-
hilate all competition, to crush and
destroy independent dealers, to en-
slav, the producer and to absolutely
comtnand and control the produc- in tobacco, that by the creation and
tion, manufacture and sale of tobac- bogus incorporation of "dummy"
co tnroughout the world. corporations. apparently hostile to
Instantly the glib tongued emis- the trust, it had deluded customers,
saries of the trust denounced this and on specific and definitely named
statement as the empty, baseless va- occasions, by means of false and
poring of a loud and dangerous den- perjured testimony, had defrauded
agogue. • the Federal goverment.
I charged that it had prostituted
legislators, had throttled legislation,
and had maintained ground wire
between 111 Fifth avenue and the
senate chamber of the United States.
I was assured by the chairman of
the committee on judiciary and by
the department of justice, that in
the event the house would postpone
the consideration of this resolution,
that the department of justice
would not longer weary the path nce
of my constituents. In July, not
sixty days ago, there was filed in
the circuit court of the United States
for the Southern district of New
York this. solemn indictment, in
which many of the charges I had
made were sternly and -solemnly
reiterated, an outraged justice
gular length of time, was, under the
rules of the house, entitled to im-
mediate consideration. By the op-
CONDITIONS OF THE NELN
ETA'S CHEAT CHILDREN'S
POPULARITY CONTEST
In Which Eleven Gold Watches and a $250 Shet-
land Pony Outfit Will Be Given Away
ABSOLUTELY FREE TO FORTUNATE WINNERS.
Any White Child Under Sixteen Years of Age is Eligible to Enter This Contest
—Winners Will Be Determined By the Votes of Our Subscribers
and Votes Will Be (liven Only On Payments on
Subscriptions—Read Carefully
During past years the New Era has
held various contests in all of which
the prizes were offered to grown peo-
ple, but now a contest has been in-
augurated solely for the children in
which eleven Gold Watches and a
$250 Shetland-Pony outfit will be the
prizes. The winners will be determ-
ined by the votes of our subscribers,
100 votes being given for every dol-
lar paid on subscription to either the
Daily or Weekly New Era, no mat-
ter whether it is payment of back
dues or in advance
The city and county has been di- District No. 9,
vided into districts as will be ex- The seventh magisterial district of
plained later, and in each of these
eleven districts a valuable Gold
Watch, the case being guaranteed
for twenty years and fitted with
either an Elgin or Waltham move-
ment, is offered for the highest num-
ber of votes;secured in that district.
Ihen for the highest number of
votes seemed, irrespective of the
istrict, the Pony and outfit will be
The plan of distributing the prizes
by districts insures one child at
least from every section of the coun-
ty will be the beneficiary of this
offer, while candidates living out-
side the county are also given the
opportunity to get one of the watch-,
es and possibly the pony:outfit.
The vote will be published each
week in the Weekly and as often as
practicable in the Daily. This count
will be made by the employes of the
paper but all counted ballots will be
saved for a recount should it be nec-
essary to settle any close race or
disputed questions.
No person connected with this of-
fice, nor any member of his or her
immediate family is eligible as a
candidate, neither can they cast
votes.
A candidate must reside in the
district from which he or she is en-
tered but should they remove dur-
ing the contest all vctes cast for
them will be counted for them from
the district into which they move.
This is the only way in which trans-
fers of votes will be made.
A person living in one district may
cast his vote for a candidate in an-
other district and candidates can
solicit anywhere but in such cases
the ballot must bear the number of
the district in which the candidate
lives and not that of the voter.
The price of the Dail is $5.00 per
year, either by mail or carrier. $2.50
for six months or *1.25 for three
months. The weekly is $1 00 per
year by mail only.
This contest is for the purpose of
increasing the circulation of both
issues of the New Era and coupons
will not be issued on payments for
other business. Neither will old
papers be sold in quantities so that
coupons may be clipped. No coupons
will be allowed on subscriptions giv-
en to agents unless the full subscrip-
tion price is paid.
Address all communications to
this office and make remittances by
cheek, bank draft or express or post-
office money order. DO NOT SEND
Longview district and of which W.
Walton Garrott is magistrate.
District No. 7.
The fifth magisterial district of
Christian county, known as the .La-
fayette district and of which J. F.
Dixon is magistrate.
District No. 8.
The sixth magisterial district of
Christian county. which is:known as
the Union school house district
and of which H.B. Clark is magis-
trate.
Christian county which is known as
the Scates Mill district and of
which John W. Rogers is magis-
trate.
District No. 10
The eighth magisterial district of
Christian county, which is known as
the Fruit Hill district and of which
A. J. Estes is megistrate. STAMPS.
KENTUCKY NEW ERA,
District No. 11. 15 West Seventh St.
All sections outside of Chistian
county, Ky. 
Hopkinsville, Ky.
harness and safe for any child to 1 The Plan.
and with a tedious and accurate de- • take them in such amounts and at 
i drive. The buggy is being manufac- 1 Any white girl or boy under six-
tail of an indictment that this trust h times fit 
tured by West & Lee, of this city I
l suc m as the county saw to is i 
had, through Its president, denied 
and will be the best and h
teen years of age is eligible to enter
to be delivered on October 1. It is 
andsomest ; this  
The
 coenotne s tsue them, 'would be a block of $20,000
under oath when brought before the 
turnout which they can get out and I contest begins on Sept. 10 and
will be fitted with wire spokes andthought that this amount of moneyindustrial commission, that it was
guilty of boycotting, or executing, 
rubber tired wheels. The harnesswill be all that can be used before,
or enforcing, discriminato:y and bad weather sets in and that the
will t:e made especially for the pony
cut-throat contracts whose purpose rest of the bonds will be held 
by the harness department of theup
and operation were the wholesale until next spring. The entire $100,- 
Forbes Manufacturing company.
and absolute destruction of inde- 000 worth will be printed at the 
The districts are as follows:
pendent manufacturers and dealers same time however. District No. I.
this way it is figured that the county
will save several hundred dollars in
interest.
STRAYED—Or Stolen July 22 one
Collie bitch, 13 months old; color
mottey blue and white eyes,blue and
gray, form slender; Name Trexy
will give $15.00 for her return to
GEO. MIMMS,
w4t. Trenton, Ky.
. Incubators ancliBrooders.
The Bradley machines stancie the
test, hatches all fertile eggs, and
raises strong healthy chicks. See
their local agent C. L. DANIEL at
his poultry yards. South Virginia
street. Cumb. 'Phone 718. wtf.
will close Dec. 10, 1907, at 6 o'clock
p. m.
For every dollar paid on subscrip-
tion to either the Daily or Weekly
New Era, either new subscriptions
in advance or on arrears on old ones,
a coupon good fur 100 votes will be
The fiscal court is in session today That section of the city of Hop- issued. These coupons must be
and will draw up an advertisement
asking for bids upon certain roads 
kinsville lying south of Tenth street voted within 20 days after being is-
sued.
which it is hoped caa be completed 
• 
and east of Little river.
No coupons will be issued far pay-
before winter sets in.
Under the bid as made by W. F.
District No. 2.
That section of the city of Hop-
HOGS POISONED
Got Paris Green In Their System and
May Die.
A number of fine hogs belonging
to P. P. Huffman, on the Clarksville
pike, were poisoned by Paris green
a few days and they are yet in a
serious condition. In some way the
hogs got into the tobacco patch
where the poison had been freely
used for killing worms, In there
they ate something which had been
ments of less than 50c at a tin. impregnated with the Paris green
1 In additien to the coupons given and they soon showed the eff
ects•
Garnett & Co., they pay a premium ns • g with each dollar paid on subscrip- Their heads swelled to an enormous
of $3,000 and take the bonds as the and south and,east of Little river. iwer  re-
county decides to issue them. In District No. 3. appear 
a pear cionueaocn gohisosd for oneueoft othveroe size 
quired to keep them from dying in
and heroic measures w
aily 
That section of the city of Hop- and Weekly New Era. These con- short order.
kinsville lying west and north of
Little river,
District No. 4.
Those portions of ;magisterial dis-
tricts Nos. 1 and 2 lying outside the
limits of the city of Hopkinsville.
T. H. Moore is magistrate of district
No. 1 and John M. Morris of district
No. 2.
District No. 5.
The third magisterial district of
Christian county known as the
Pembroke district, of wilich W. L.
Parker is magistrate.
District No. 6.
The fourth magisterial district of
Christian county known as the
pons must be voted within /the time
specified at the top, but to equalize
distances all such coupons will be
counted when the postmark on the
envelope shows that they were duly
mailed before the time had expired.
These c)upons should be clipped
from the paper and neatly trimmed
around the border and plainly filled
out. In order to 'obviate extra work
however, these ballots may be pinned
together and only the ton one tilled
out, inwhich ease the entire bunch
will be. counted for the person whose
name appears on the first one.
All that is necessary to enter a Bears the
candidate is for some friend to caste signature
one or more votes for him or her. of
New Professor.
Prof. J. M. Calvin arrived here
yesterday from Hopkinsvilie and is
residing at Hotel Craig. He ,is one
of the new professors, having been
chosen by the board the first of last
month as successor to Prof. John-
son as principal of the R. E. Lee
building. Prof. Johnston resigned
and went to Georgia—Paduca,h Reg-
ister.
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MERCHANDISE BEFORE THE BROOM!
THE GREAT MILL-END SALE Continues 8 Days Longer
AND GROWS BETTER EVERY DAY.
Tuday Another Lot of Mill Remnant Simpson Prints are Thrown
Out Into the Bargain Maelstrom at 5 Cents a Yard
'1.,•••••
•
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plo I ila 8its Beach delights to recount. It 1 from the department of agricult re
STANLEY'S SPEECH sheiemsltfhait hdeimightrinhave occupied stitiloweiinigasthboaetninntohcenlrastiltherenet oyfe *rS even the
that source the simple truth while crop. He also read a letter from
he was scouring the ccuntry to dis- lecretary of the Planters Protective
cover whether this daring agent of association showing that Mr. Beach'
vine and showing from other state- the Regie "had ever been bluffed statement that the association h
ad
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1)
 
 
ments how the American To- much or twice." enforced a curtailment of the c
rop for
not words to describe; after you. bacco company had waited until (Mr. Stanley at this point read the last two years was without foun-
through this organization, had all their holdings had been shipped letters from farmer buyers of the dation in fact.)
broken the shackles that bound you to Bremen and such other markets American Tobacco company ana of That plant beds have been scr
ap-
and again were free from the domi- as were open to them and then had the Regies in which they stated that ed I admit, an
d no man more deep-
nation of this trust, this commer- glutted these markets with trust to- they were alloted specific districts ly deprecates that fact than I do,
cial bandit. robbed of his booty, like bacco, selling it below it cost and at and that there was no competition and ncbody is more anxious
 for its
some baffled and 'insatiate beast a loss of millions, thus utterly ruin- between them, and that this compe- discontinuance than the assoc
iation
which would defamet since it could ing the comparatively poor brokers tition wiesi destroyed by the specific But the statement that plant bed
no longer despoil, and slander those of Hopkinsville and Clarksville.) order ,,f the trust.) scruping has caused an increase in
who it is unable to ensalve, I charg: And now for shameless and bare- , (Mr. Stanley then read from the the price of tobaCco was intended
that it is now the purveyor of every faced mendactity I come to the petition filed by the attorney-genera for foreign consumption. He s
ays
' conceivable character of falsehood most remarkable statement which in the federal court in New York the that in thos
e twenty counties thous-
which can possibly bring discredit even the trust has ever inspired, contract between the Imperial and ands of plant beds have been scrap-
upon The Planters' Protective as- (Mr. Stanley then read the long the American tobacco companies, ed. Now this is false and the state-
sociation, or stain with dishonor the argument advanced by Mr. Beach showing in detail this conspiracy.) ment is more mendacious and des-
fair name of two proud Southern showing that there was no collusion And now Mr. Beach says that "a picable than if not a single plant
 bed
states, and that sheets reeking with between the American Tobacco searching inquiry of the federal gov- had been scraped. "A lie that is all
misrepresentation and abuse, frenzi- company and the Regies and other ernment has failed to show that the a lie can be met and fought outright,
ed stories or riot and war, are scatt- concerns. The statement concluded two companies are now or ever have but a lie that is half
 a truth is a
sred everywhefe. —"A searching inquLy by the Fed- been working in collusion." I know harder thing to fight." Several
For this accusation against the eral goverment has failed to show of my own personal knowledge that thousands of plant beds means three
trust I have been denounced as an that they are now or ever have been this statement is absolutely false. I thousand, anyway, you cannot have
Incendiary to the people who have working in collusion." was in Nashville when the federal several without having three. He
honored me far beyond my deserts, This man is too able and too ex- says there are twenty counties ingrand jury was in session and at the
and pilloried as the very high priest pect in the collection of facts to over- Three thousandearnest solicitation, both by letter this district.
of disorder and riot, I shall attempt look the truth which was literally and telephone, of Mr. Taft, who had plant beds scraped means one b
un-
& second time to silence traduction blazoned before his eyes. Purveyor this matter in charge. The district dred and fifty plant beds te the
by overwhelming and infallible of falsehood never employs a more attorneys and the special agents of county. Now there hasn't been
 one
proof of the truth of every charge I despicable means than the deliberate thd federal government were all of one hundred and fifty plant beds to
haveimade. and willful suppression of the the opinion that there was a collie- the county, there hasn't been flf-
I Aave been requested both by truth. teen, there hasn't been five, theresion, and this collueion could best be
the laiirley growers of Central Ken- This question of collusion between established by evidence obtainabla haain't been one. I know full 
well
tucky and the planters of the black the American and other tobacco in New York city, that every statement I make today
patch te addrees myself particuarly comsanies, including the Regies, Last July Charles J. Bonaparte, shall be subjected to the severest
to al article which has appeared in was thoroughly investigated by a attorney general, Milton D. Purdy, scrutiny, and for that reason I am
a payer hitherto considered unusual- body so able and so distinguished, assistant to the attorney general, fortified in each one of them by the
ly able and conservative. Before and in a place so public, that in my and J. C. McReynolds and Edwin . most uncontrovertible proof. I ho
ldP 
attelOting to refute the allegations opinion it is utterly impossible for Grosvenor. special assistants to the in my hand (here Mr. Stanley held
contained in this article I did, on Mr. Beach not to have known it, and up letters from various committee-attorney general, filed these specific
the ii2th day of August, 1907, ad- if he did know it he is guilty of a contradictions to that astonishing men) letters signed by the commit-
dress a letter to the publishers of most shamless prevarication. Be- statement. On page 72 of the peti- teemen of each county, that is, by
this paper, earnestly and respectfully ginning on February 4, and holding the highest official of this associa-tion of the United Stntes of America
askihg them the poor privilege its session from time to time until against the American Tobacco corn- tion in each of the twenty counti
es
of ttie use of its columns that I February 26, 1904. the committee on pany I find the following statement: wnich this man says it comprises.
might correct certain ab- ways and means held public and "The defendants (that is the Amer- The fact is, it comprises many more;
solt4ely erroneous statements and open hearings and investigated this ican Tobacco company, the Imperial there are not twenty counties, there
conclusions which were devoid of any very question. These hearings were fifty counties in this as-company and about ninety others), are nearer
foui4dation in fact, to which cons- printed, and, to my certain know- observed, are observing, and intend sociation; but;aneeting him on his
mudication I have to this day receiv- ledge, were scattered by hundreds hereafter and conduct their own ground, from these letters it
ed ea) answer. This article has di- thousands all over the country. I business according to the terms of would be seen that there is no law-
rsctad the attention and Invited up- shall introduce a few witnesses who the contract dated September 27, lessness and has been no lawlessness
on the y heads of m constituents ands testified before persons
 no less 1902, (to which I have referred) in ninety per cent of the counties in
myt.valf the animadversion of no less eminent than John Dalzell, of Penn- whereby they agreed, among other which this association has ninety-
emipent authority than the New sylvania, now a member of the corn- things. to a division of territory." five per cent of the tobacco under its
York Sun. For this reason I shall mittee on rules, James Tawney, now Again: "It has always observed control, and as for there being one
take this communication, entitled chairman of the committee on ap- _ hundred and fifty plant beds to the
"(bleat Tobacco War in Kentucky propriations, Victor C. Metcalf, 
and intends to observe the agree
and Tennessee," as an illustration shortly after these hearings taken 
ments between it and other defend- county, there is not a single county
In which one hundred and fifty
of ttie many wanton and gratuitous into the president's cabinet, Claud 
ents, and by reason thereof does not
compete with them, nor they with plant beds have been scraped
, nor
assaults which have been made upon H. Swanson, now governor of Vir- it." one-fifth of it, or one-twentieth pa
rt
fariiiers' erganizations and upon the ginia, Hill, of Connecticut, Champ of one hundred and fifty plant beds,
peoble of Kentucky and Tennessee, Clark, of Missouri, John Wesley 
I wonder if Mr. Beach ever saw or
ever heard of this indictment, this where the outrage could be attribu
t-
aril shall attempt, with your kind Gaines, of Tennessee, 011ie James, petition, which has been published ed, evea by this man's malicious
indlulgence, take up its statements, John Ray, D. H. Smith, D. Lynn
one by one, and to establish by the Gooch, South T in the United States. for the lastrimble, George Gil- 
in flaming headlines in every paper pen, to avethainssour,gerain,diztantiis
on.statement in
most conclusive and unimpeachable bert, J. N. Kehoe and Frank Hop-
tf, the absolute utter falsity of kins, of Kentucky. . 
sixty days, and is the mostelaborate detail, because, to use the author's
pro 
all of them. The collusion between the Ameri- attention than any other document 
indictment and has attracted more own language, by ler the greatest
part of the financial loss that has re-
This article is fraught with more can Tobacco company, the Imperial tilted from the fight of the farmerof its kind which has ever emanated s 
mischief to other organizations than Tobacco company, and the Regies, from the department of justice. It with the tobacco trust, has come
to your own, and I have every rea- was proved to the minutest detail be- states: through the scraping of tobaccb
moat° believe that this was the pur- fore that committee by such dis-
posie of the writer, since I have found tinguished and unimpeachable wit- 
"During 1902 the Imperial Tobac- 
beds.
He then wrote a long and detailed
it scattered like "winter's withered nesses as Charles H. Fort, president 
co company resolved to undertake account of how a man by the name
leaves," all over the Blue Grass, of The Planters' Protective associa- 
the manufacture of tobacco products
where the trust fondly hope to deter tion, Joseph Washington, of Tennes- 
within the United States, and began 
of B. H. Sory had been attacked
or discourage law abiding citizens see, for ten years a representative in 
the necessary preliminaries therefor. 
while camping en the banks of Red
river by seventy-five men, and
from entering any protective asso- congress, R. E. Cooper, for years a 
Subsequently the defendants deter-
again, how he had been forced with
tiation by direful tales of riot and tobacco broker in Hopkinsville. 
mined to end the obnoxious compe-
.war in the Black Patch. I This statement was incotporated in 
talon, and by agreements and cern-
a "pump" shot gun, to keep a mob
of four hundred armed night riders ;
There is no man so dangerous,says a resolution which was more than 
binations to parcel out the oft:lolls from burning his warehouse.
Macauley, as he "Who while affect- once read on the floor of the Federal 
parts of the world, assigning to some (Mr. Stanley produced a gentle-
ing the impartiality of the judge, congress, stating that the tobacco 
the exclusive right to do business in
man who had visited Mr. Sory on
employs all the arts of the advo- planter "has no one else to sell his 
a designated field, without competi- Red river while he made the state-
cate." The writer in this instance, crop to except the combined agents 
tion to the others. Accordingly, the
ment which was vouched for by this
while assuming the most judicial of the trust; that there is no longer 
defendants entered into contracts,
_ gentleman, Mr. Whitehead, that he
impartiality, exhausts with infinite any competition in buying; that 
combinations and conspiracies in re had at the time mentioned by the
cunning, all the flimsy fallacies of auction rooms are dismantled and 
straint of interstate and foreign
the trusts. abandoned; and that where pros- 
trade in commerce in leaf tobacco 
writ Jr yisited Mr. Sory on Red river;
He attempts to account for the low perity and activity once regined 
and the articles manufactured there-
that he had visited him unmasked
price of tobacco from 190'2 ta 1901 by there is now desolation and empti- 
from, and to monopolize, or attempt 
and alone, for the purpose (f dis-
attributing it to trade conditions and ness; that a few buyers for corpora- 
to monopolize, parts of the same, all 
suading him from buying associe-
tion tobacco while an agent of the
Use peculiar "quality" of the tobac- tions, all in combination, alone re- 
of which have continued down to the Italian Regie. He then produced
co, at the same time artfully excus- main to fix the price." And this 
present time, to which all of the de-
an old gentleman, a Mr. Stroud,
ing the trust. He ,says: "The offi- statement was signed by Felix G. 
fendants and others are parties, and
who asserted that Mr. Stanley's
cia,ls of the American Tobacco corn- Ewing, whose biography this man 
in pursuance thereof theylhave done
statement was absolutely true,
pally, on the other hand, allege that Beach is pleased to give us. by R. 
or procured to be done, among other i
natural conditions have played a E. Cooper, F. W. Dabney, 
w. F. things, those hereinafter described." 
which he showed by letters from
large part in increasing the price of Flowers, C. C. Reynolds, J. W. 
And yet this subtle and impartial 
Mr. Warfleld and others; that on
that day a number of Mr. Sory'tii
tobacco, tand thate the association Dunn, now secretary of the execu- 
advocate of the trust tells us that "a
h exerted comparatively a small tive comma 
searching inquiry by the Federal 
neighbors who were interested in
tee of this organization, the association, desiring to come to
influence in securing the advance and C. P. Warfield. It was not a 
government has failed to show that
some arrangement with him by
"It is estimated that in the country general charge, but a minute and 
they are working in collusion."
which he would agree in buying to-
around Hopkinsville, Ky., and specific indictment. For instance, 
'This ingeneous gentleman must bacco to purchase from those not in
Clarksville, Tenn., the financial loss Mr. J. E. Justice says: "In this 
account, however, for the fact that the association without inducing
on this crop was not short of one county each buyer has a district to 
since the organization of the Plant- association members to violate
million dollars. Many men were en- canvass and by in, and he is not al- era' 
Protective association, tobacco
tirely ruined by the decline in prices lowed to get out of that district, and 
in that section has advanced from 
their pledge.)
He stated that he was informed
that attended the loss in quality in no other buyer is allowed to go into 
an average of three and one-half by reputable citizens that in order
the tobacco." his district, all the buyers working 
t o a n average o f eleven cents, that there might be no trouble that
(Here Mr.Stanley read statements for the trust people. The entire and t
hat "the American T,obacco they selected Mr. Stroud, an old,
from A. 0. Dority and from others Black Belt is laid off into sections 
company is an extensive buyer from gray-headed, rebel soldier, and sent
Who were during that time in the and each district is assigned to one 
the association, but it pays the asso- him in the day-time, unmasked, and
"
man. A few days ago a buyer went ciation figures for all it gets. Heemploy of the trust and who purch- alone and unarmed, 
to the factory
to the barn of a certain farmer, the accounts for this rise in the follow- millions of pounds of tobacco in of Mr. S
ory to request him to hold
the very section mentioned by Mr. barn being on one side of the Ash- 
Ing manner, plausible to persons a peaceful conference with his neigh-
Beach, to show that the tobacco land City and Thompsonville road. 
not resident of the black patch, but bors for the purpose mentioned;
raised between 1902 and 1904 was The buyer examined the tobacco in 
not only false but ridiculous and ab- that Mr. Sory refused to do this,
not inferior and peculiar in quality, that barn and bought it, whereup
on surd to us. and that his neighbors disbanded
and that tobacco exactly similiar to the farmer invited him to ge to an- "It is est
imated that several thou- and went home without doing or
the kind in question which was other barn just across the road and sand beds have been scraped off
ering to do either Mr. Sory or
bought by the trust at anaverage of see the 
tobacco there, it being a part throughout the dark tobacco district his property the slighest injury.
three and one-half cents is now sell- of the crop w
hich he had just since the commencement of the After similar fashion, by document-
iag at an average of eleven cents. He bought. The b
uyer had to decline, fight against the American Tobacco any proof, by the statement of scores
riled statement after statement from saying that road was the line for company, the r
esult of the damage witnesses, he answered the charges
it. E. Cooper and others, tobacco him Ind he must not cross it." has been e
normous. The scraping made by this paper.
brokers in Clarksville and Hopkins- I !Hive here a letter from
 Mr. Si:- of the beds has in fact played a Upon these charges, either false
Nellie, taken before the ways and thse giving me the name of that huy- large part in the curtailm
ent of the or fanciful, declared the speaker,
roeans committee:of the house of er. I have another letter from Prof. crop, thro
ugh which prices have this man has framed the following
6presentatives in Washington, de- Hook, giving t
he name of another been trebled inside of three years." awful indictment agaInst this as-
scribing in detail the cause of the buyer and citing 
a specific instance. Now the ract is there has been no sociation and the peaceful and law-
ruin and bankruptcy of tobacco In that case the
 buyer was this same curtailment of the crop. (Mr. Stan- abiding citizens of two great com-
brokers in Hopkinsville and Clarks- man, Ben Sory, whose h
eroic ex- ley here read from the statistics monwealths: "Because of it, men
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sit by night with rifles in their hands shall not withdraw by au e- eritacuim
to guard their crops and barns. Be- however severe, or aey calumny
cause of it, cities have been called however cruel.
to arms to resist threatened attack I am here to speak no word of
and destruction of property. Be- sympathy or love for the trust, but I
cause of it, every night, in will say there is one thing you must
t he nineteen counties in respect, and that is the law. I woe t
Kentucky and Tennessee, men to say to you that while God's love
sleep with bolts drawn, windows saved the world, it is his law that
barred and weapons within reach. moves it. Destroy law and order
It has created unrest, suspicion and and turn your backs upon the courts
terror. In a word, it has driven of jnstice, and no man's property is
peace from the land." safe, no woman's honor is sacred,
(Mr. Stanley then read an editorial Your safety by night and your inde-
from the New York Evening Sun, pendence by day is dependent upon
describing the Planters Protective the law. I have no patience with
aosociation as a "planters' trust pro- mobs. Remember the dignity of
poganda, and as a black and dast- your association and of your state;
ardly affair." That, as compared let no man stain the magnificent re-
with the tobacco trust, the so-called cord of this association by any act of
planters' .trust is the more unscrupu- violence. If he did, and I were an
bus, ineelerant and offensive, and officer of law, I would hunt him
in which the same paper declares down with the same fierce energy
that the idealist who would apolc- with which I have proseauted this
gize for this trust is likely "to be- trust. You have no right to take
lieve the same of the hunchakists or the law into your hands; the law is
the Western Federationof Miners.") bigger and greater than you are.
In eneaking.of this denunciation By the law you expect to have your
Mr. Sta iley said: lam unwilling wrongs righted; you have appealed
to have a few instances, which I to Caesar, and to Caesar you must
deeply deplore and which have oc- go. It is not only deepicable, but ut-
curred in very few counties in West- terly unworthy of a courageous Ken •
ern Kentucky, exaggerated into a tuckian to over his face with a mask
state of seething war, everspreading and in the darkness of the night de-
my entire district and the Western face or destroy his neighbor's
portion of the state; I am unwilling property, however unworthy that
to have the commonwealth and the neighbor might be. It is the
district which has honored me por- most foolish thing a man ever
bowed as the scene of anarchy and did. You can do nothing which
violence by the press of the East or will so delight the tobacco trust and
any other section, and I shall con- as I said to you two years ago at
tinue in the future, as I have in the Springfield upon a similar occasion,
past. especially when I am in the I repeat now: "As it is, Mr. Far-
North or East, to defend the name rego and the American tobacco coin-
of this great district and of the corn- pany stand condemned before the
monwealth, and to expose every world, and they would want no bet-
falsehood that is uttered and if pos- ter thing than to have you commit
Bible, to stamp with the infamy that violence that they might turn their
they deserve all her defarmers. minions loose upon you and pay
It has been charged that my bitter newspapers ten dollars an inch to
denunciation of the tobacco trust proclaim the association a band of
has a tendency to arouse the indig- marauders and assassins, and to
nation and wrath of the people. This bring the condemnation of the
indictment of the tobacco trust sub- world upon you."
stantiates every single charge I have That statement was more than a
ever made against that trust. It does warning, it was a prophecy, and this
not become the American Tobacco editorial of the New York Sun and
company, its advo ates or its apol- this despicable abuse of the Satur-
ogists to say: "You shall not speak day Evening Post stand as a foul
the truth concerning us; you shall fulfilment of that against which I
not tell the story of our multiplied would have forwarned you. I aim
wrongs to an oppressed and pillaged authorized by this great association
people for fear of the consequences here and now to declare to every
of their aroused wrath." officer in this land, from the govern-
It is right and entirely proper that or to the most humble constable, do
the people, especially of the dark your duty fearlessly and well, as I
tobacco district, should feel a deep believe you will, hunt with untiring
and just indignation to the American vigilance every man who violates
Tobacco company, but I am above the law or in any way endangers the
all things anxious that public senti- personal property of his neighbor,
ment may result in wrong to no and behind you ready and willing to
man, nor in any outrage or vielance render every assistance in its power,
to either person or property. but in more than all others eager and anx-
a strict and rigid enforcement of the bus that the law shall be preserved
law, and I believe that if the law is both for the sake of the good name
rigidly enforced and the people see of old Kentucky and Tennessee and
in it a protecting aegis, that they for the defense from defamation of
will look to the enforcement of its this association, will stand like ada-
decrees rather than to mobs and mant The Planters' Protective asso-
marauders for justice and protection dation of Kentucky, Tennessee and
This is my position and from it I Virginia.
1
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Money Lights the Way
Money makes possible nearly everything—this
is realized by its presence and absence. But why
lament the prosperity of others—start out for a for-
tune of your own
Open an account with us today—any amount.
Then by steady, persistent saving and regular depos-
iting, and what with the interest we pay, you will
presently have a substantial sum.
r 
II WE PAY 313:irit. ON SAVING ACCOUNTS.
inimpriCORNERCIALI SAVINGS BANK
ifulf1SY1AxG 110PKINSVILLE, 
Branch, Gracey, Ky., II. C. McGehee, Cashier
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t. "Golden Medical- Discovery"
ures 'we stomach," indigestion, or
yspepsia, torpid, liver, bad, thin and im-
ure blood and other diseases of the or-
fans of digestion and nutrition.
-, The "Golden Medical Discovery " has a
t
r
cs ific curative effect upon all mucous
faces and hence cures catarrh, no
atter where located or what stage it
T•eay have reached. In Nasal Catarrh it
it well to cleanse the passages with Dr.
Oage's Catarrh Remedy fluid while using
the 'Discovery " as a constitutional rem-
.
ly. Why the "Golden Medical Discov-y " cures catarrhal diseases, as of theomach, bowels, bladder and other pelvicgans will be plain to you if you will
read a booklet of extracts from the writ-
ings of eminent medical authorities, en-
dorsing its ingredients and explaining
Is,eir curative properties. It is mailed
ree on request. Address Dr. R.V. Pierce,
uffalo, N. Y. This booklet gives all the
i ,gradients entering into Dr. Pierce's
edicines from which it will be seen that
they contain not a drop of alcohol, pure,
iple-refined glycerine being used instead.
Dr. Pierce's great thousand-pa,te illus-
Vated Common Sense Medical Adviser
will be sent free, paper-bound, for ‘.11 one-
ernt stamps, or cloth-bound for 31 stamps.
Address Dr. Pierce as above.
.i... The Knock-out Blow.
i The blow which knocked out Corbett
was a revelation to the prize fighters.
trom the earliest days of the/fing the
knock-out blow was aimed for the jaw,
the temple or the jugular vein. Stomach
punches were thrown in to worry and
weary the tighter, but if a scientific man
lptd told one of the old fighters that the
i• cet vulnerable spot was the region ofe stomach, he'd have laughed at him, r an ignoramus. Dr. Pierce is bringing
ho to t e public a parallel fact; that
s ...mac is the most vulnerable organ
he pr e ring as well as in it. - We
h • -, throats, feet and lungs,
we are utterly indiffer-
finds the solar plexus
(tut of
protect
but the
nt to, until dise
MANSFIELD IS DEAD
PAmous ACTOR PASSES AWAY
AT HIS SUMMER HOME.
iiealth Broke Down Last Spring In
New York While Producing
lbsen's "Peer Gynt."
i
!NEW LONDON, Conn., Aug. 30—
Pilchard Mansfield, America's most
famous actor since the death of
Booth, died this morning at his sum-
r4er home here. He arrived here
*veral weeks ago from Europe
'here he had been in search of
talth after a nervous breakdown inew York last season. His last ap
piearance on the stage was in a sup-
titous production of Ibsen's "Peer
aynt," which was withdrawn dur-
ii.lg its metropolitan run owing to
31r. Mansfield's health.
t The great actor was born in 1857
Oti Heligoland, an island in the
North Sea.
jAfter studying art in England, he
came to Boston, Mass., and opened
aktudio. He soon adopte:i the
sae as a profession, appearing inIn
s all parts and comic opera. After
his appearance as Baron Chevrial
his reputation was established and
hie has created many famotis roles
rlitnging from burlesque to tragedy.
.He was a graceful writer and a
skillful artist. He was married to
Etieatrice Cameron, his leading wo-
nian, who, with one son, survives
hlim.
1 
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New Era Will Inaugurate Contest.--Pony and
ILLNESS INAS BRIEF
HARVEY W. BREATHITT VICTIM
OF PNEUMONIA.
His Friends Were Legion And News
of The Death Causes Sor-
row And Regret.
(From Saturday's Daily)
After an illness or barely a week
Harvey W. Breathitt one of Hop-
kinsville's best known and best liked
citizens, died last night at nine
o'clock at his home on West Nine-
teenth street of pneumonia. The
disease attacked him last Saturday,
the first indication being a chill. He
was taken home immediately and
given every attention possible but
the malady developed with such
rapidity and increasing virulence
that the supreme efforts of his phy-
sicians proved ineffectual in saving
his life.
Mr. Breathitt was born March 4,
1851 and had been indentifled with
public life ever since he became of
age. Under his father, Major John
W. Breathitt, he was a deputy in the
county:clerk's office for sixteen year
and hel continued for four years
longer:after John P. Prowse went
into that office. After leaving the
clerk's office he entered the abstract
business which he followed until
his brother, James Breathitt, was
elected two years ago as county
judge, when he went into the county
judge's office as clerk, a position
which he held up to the time of his
death.
He was married in 1893 and his
wife, formerly Miss Kate Starling,
and one son, Harvey Breathitt, Jr.,
survive him. He WbS a member of
the First Presbyterian church. The
funeral services will be conducted at
the late residence this afternoon at 4
o'clock by Rev. E. H. Bull. Inter-
ment in Riverside cemetary. The
following gentlemen will act as pall
bearers: Henry D. Wallace, Her-
man Southall, John Feland, W. W.
Johnson, C. R. Clark, J. E. Buchan-
an, W. S. Davison and W. T. Fowl-
er.
The members of the Hopkinsville
bar held a meeting today and passed
suitable resolutions o f regret and
condolence on Mr. Breathitt's death.
Health in the Canal Zone
The high wages paid make it a
mighty temptation to our young art-
isans to join the force of skilled
workmen needed to construct the
Panama canal. Many are restrain-
ed however by the fear of fevers and
malaria. It is the km wing ones—
tn( se who have used Electr.0 Bitters
—who go there without this fear,
well knowing they are safe from
malarious influence with Electric
Bitters on hand. Cures blood poison
too, biliousness, weakness and all
stomach, livery and kidney troubles
Guaranteed by Cook dr Higgins and
Cook's Pharmacy. 50c.
LOST ALL HOPE OF
CENG HUMORS
Member of U. S. Ordinance Corps
Had Skin,Scalp,and BloodTrouble
—For Four Months Tried Varicus
Remedies with No Lasting Effect
—Permanently Cured and Says:
"CUTICURA REMEDIES
ARE UNEXCELLED"
"About a year ago I was a sufferer
from skin, scalp, and blood humors.
For four months I used various reme-
dies prescribed to me for their treat-
ment, but they gave only temporary
relief and then the distressing blood
humors were back as usual. I finally
lost all hopes cf getting cured cf this
ailment. But a friend induced me to
give the Cuticura Remedies a fair trial.
He had been troubled with the same
disease and said he had been perma-
nently cured by Cuticura. So I got the
whole treatment, consisting of Cuticura
Soap, Cuticura Ointment, and Cuticura
Resolvent, and after I began the treat-
ment I could see and feel that it was a
success. The Cuticura Resolvent is
certhinly of great value as it cleanses
the system of all humor germs and makes
digestion easy. I used two complete
sets of the Cuticura Remedies and I
can say this much, that I was perma-
nently cured by them. I want to say
further, that these Remedies are un-
excelled in curing the worst forms of
skin and scalp humors. S. D. Phillips,
Ordinance Corps, U. S. A., Rock Is.
Arsenal, Rock Is., Ill., Nov. 22, 1906."
SLEEP FOR BABIES
And Rest for Tired, Fretted
Mothers in Cuticura.
A warm bath with Cuticura Soap and
a single anointing with Cuticura Oint-
ment, the great skin cure, will afford
instant relief and refreshing sleep for
skin-tortured babies, and point to a
speedy cure of the most distressing forms
of eczemas, totters, rashes, itchings, irri-
tations, and chafings, when all else fails.
Guaranteed absolutely pure under U. S.
Food and Drugs Act, and may be used
from the hour of birth.
complete External and Internal Treatment for
Every Humor of Infants, Children. and Adults, con-
List, of Cuticura Soap (25c.) to Cleanse the Skin.
Cuticura Ointment (50c.) to Heal the Skin, and Cud-
curs Resolvent (50c.). (or In the form of Chocolate
Coated Pills, 25c. per vial of 60) to Purify the Blood.
Sold throughout the world. Potter Drug dr Chem.
Corp.. Sole l'rops., Boston, Mass.
Gar- Mailed Free, Cuticura Book on Skin Diseases.
WON'T RUN
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Aug. 31.—
Mayor Bingham, Judge Lincoln,
Sheriff Bullitt, County Clerk
Thompson, Robert Lee Page and
other Democratic office holders un-
der the recent decision of the court
of appeals which ousted from of-
fice the persons who were declared
elected two years ago, today issued
a statement in which they say that
owing to their inability to get
fair play in the Democratic primary
under the auspices of the present
committee, headed by John Vree-
land, that they will not enter the
race for city offices.
Lost and Found.
Lost between 9:30 p. m. yesterday
and noon today, a bilious attack,
with nausea and sick headache.This
loss was occasioned by finding at
Cook & Higgin's drug store a box of
Dr. King's New Life Pills, the guar-
anteed cure for biliousness, malaria
and jaundice. 25c.
r
For Boys and Girls 1
Lee B. McKnight, the young P,
school teacher who was charged
with having betrayed Miss Kate i-14
Brown, a girl under twenty-one S73
years of age, was presented for trial Ae"r • A
this morning in the county court. -a
In the absence of Judge Breathitt THIS COUPONthe attorneys agreed upon 0. H.
Anderson as special judge and he 0,4
presided.
The defendant offered to marry 
and Sc in money will entitle the hblder
the girl but the father refused the to any 10c drink at the
offer on the grounds that it was not
made in good faith. Under the law
the offer of marriage, even if it be
refused by the plaintiff, dismisses .&
the charge, and Judge Anderson so
ordered.
OFFERED TO MARRI:sszz-szz
3A ANL) CHARGE A INST M'KNIGHT
IS L'ISMISSED.
Father of Girl Claimed Proffer of
School Teacher Was Not In
Good Faith.
(From Saturday's Daily)
There is more catarrh in this sec-
tion of the country than all other
diseases put together, and until the
last few years was supposed to be in-
curable. For a ',great many years
doctors pronounced it a local dis-
ease and prescribed local remedies,
and by constantly failing to cure
with local treatment, pronounced it
incurable. Science has proven ca-
tarrh to be a constitutional disease
and therefore requires constitutional
manufactured by F. J. Cheney &
treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure,
Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the only con-
stitutional cure on the market. It
is taken in doses from 10 drops to a
teaspoonful. It acts directly on the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. They offer one hundred
dollars for any case it fails to cure
Send for circulars and testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation.
g3 ICO XL .age.
The Kind YO'I Have Always Bough1
Cart and Other Valuable Prizes
CANCER CURED BY BLOOD BALM
All Skit and Blood Diseases
Also Cured.
Mrs. M. L. Adams, Fredonia, Ala.,
took Botanic Blood Balm, which ef-
fectually cured an eating cancer of
the nose and face. The sores healed
up perfectly. Many doctors had giv-
en up her case as hopeless. Hund-
reds of cases of cancer, eating sores,
suppurating swellings, etc., have
been cured by Blood Balm. Among
others, Mrs. B. M. Guerney,Warrior
Stand, Ala. Her nose and lip were
raw as beef, with offensive discharge
from the eating sore. Doctors ad-
vised cutting, but it failed. Blood
Balm healed the sore and Mrs.titier-
ney is as well as ever. Botanic Blood
Balm also cures eczema. 'tching hu-
mors, scabs and scales, bone pains,
ulcers, offensive pimil is, blood pois-
on. carbuncles, crolula, risings and
bumps on the skin and all blood
troubles. Improves the digestion,
strengthens weak kidnOys. Drug-
gists, $1 per large bottle, with oom-
plete directions for home cure. Sam-
ple free and prepaid by writing
Blood Balm Co., Atlanta, Ga. De-
scribe trouble and special medical
advice sent in sealed letter.
Bears the
&gnat are
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Will Be Given Away.
 ssamsmo
Newspapers and business firms be aftihl grown Shetland and will be 4,
have gotten up conteets1 upon ,many guaranteed to be perfectly safe for 4
occasions in Hopkinsville but in the use of any child who is old 4
every one of these so far held the enough to handle the reins.
prizes were awarded for grown peo- Ira :addition to the pony and outfit
pie. Now the New Era doesn't seteral other handsome premiums
think this is exactly fair and so we will e offered. The county and
are going todnaugurate a contest in a city will be divided into districts in
few days which will be open only to each of which a premium well worth
children, both boys and girls, under trying for will be offered for the 4
sixteen years of age. The full con- highest number of votes secured in
ditions have not yet beeiri arranged that district. Then for the highest
but the complete plan will be an- number of votes secured in the
nounced inside of a week. We can county at large the pony outfit will
say however that it will be a voting be given.
contest and that votes will o fly be As stated before, this is the first
given out upon cash payments upon time a contest was ever inaugurated 4
subscription accounts to either the in this region especially for the
Daily or Weekly. In fact the con- children, and we feel sure they will
test will be run just as nearly as pos- take a deep interest in the matter. a
sible upon the plan of the Mammoth This contest is gotten up for the
Cave contest of last year. purpose of booming the circulation 4
The leading prize will be a full of both the Daily and Weekly New 4
blooded Shetland pony with the Era and votes will only, be given on
handsomest run-about and set of money paid on subscription to one
harness which has ever been seen of these papers. Payments of back
in Hopkinsviile. The run-about is dues will count just the same as 4
now being manufactured by West St new subscribers. •
Lee of this city according to plans The definite conditions will be an-
made especially for it. It will be flounced within a few days and as
made of the very best material in it is the plan to run the contest for
every way and will be fitted with only a comparatively short time and
steel spoke rubber tired wheels. In make it of the whirlwind order, it
fact it will be the very best thing of might stand the youngsters in hand 4
the kind which can be gotten up. to make the most of the opportunity
son & Fowler Drug Co., incorporated The harness will be made especially
i
;The great and growing popularity
ot Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Dis-
c6very is due both to its scientific
c4mpounding and to :he actual me-
dicinal value of its ingredients. The
pliblication of the names of, the, M-
Ig edients on the wrapper of every
b ttle sold, gives full assurance of
it • non-alcoholic character and re-
n oyes all objection to the use of an
a atent medicine nor a secret one
utknown or secret remedy. It is not
either. This fact puts it in a class
all by itself, bearing as it does upon
e ery bottle wrapper The Badge of
Hionesty, in the full list of its :ingre-
dieats. Many years of active prac-
tit* convinced Dr. Pierce of the
value of many native roots as me-
ditinal agents and he went to great
expense, both in time and in money,
to-perfect his own peculiar processes
for rendering them both efficient
and safe for tonic, alterative and re-
building agents.
The "Glolden Medical Discovery"
cures weak stomach, indigestion, or
dyspepsia, torpid liver and bilious-
ness, ulceration of stomach and
bowels and all catarrhal affections
no matter what parts or organs may
be effected with it.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are
the original little liver pills, first
put up 40 years ago. The regulate
and invigorate stomach, liver and
bowels. Much imitated but never
equaled. Sugar coated and easy to
take as candy. One to three a dose.
-
Don't be afraid to give Chamber-
lain's Cough Remedy to your child-
ren. /t contains no opium or other
harmful drug. For sale by Ander-
co ,Ames er co rt. X A.. 1
The Kind You Have Always Bought facturtng company arid *111 IA inBears the
et 444i 
1 Bripsnue every way suitable to go with the
' pony and vehicle. The pony will
for the pony by the Forbes Manu-
4
4
4
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IF YOU WANT
A Ring, a Dianio_.91_syatdit
J.±v22!g_t_Slys5,--kar
sr Cut Glass
SET THE ellIT QUALITY AND 11. AAA% MIMS
MOM US, IF YOU CANNOT 0011. IN PEISIKA. WAITS PDX
OUR GATALOSUL
Satisfaction Guaranteed or
Money Returned.
hautifut -elored birth stone
SOUVENIR FREE
for the asking
The B. Silo! Jevielni Co.
- 404 union St.
aaNtiOn
PAPER. NASHVILLE,
Amain%
Vanderbilt Trai fling School
J. T. ERWIN, A. B., A. M., PRINCIPAL, ELKTON, KY.
Prepares boys for best Colleges and Universities. Location high and
healthful. Large campus; equipment 13, st in the South; strong faculty;
good town; no saloons in county. Ath eties encouraged. Send for cata-
logue giving in detail what this excellent school offers your by.
OPENS SEPTEMBER 3rd, 1907.
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right now and begin soliciting among
their friends for help in getting the •
pony and run-about, and then, when
the contest is formally started, they
can begin voting.
1A4i
SODA FOUNTAIN
•
C. E. WEST, JR.
The Graphophoae Man, who has just re-
ceived an entirely new and up-to-date soda
fountain. Music while you drink. This
coupon is not good after Aug.' 31st.
THE PHOENIX, 9TH. ST.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
OF
Home Phone
Solid, Stylish, Snappy,
Up-to-Date Shoes
1564
That are made of leather and made to fit det the habit of doind to
the WARFIELD aSt WEST SHOE CO. Your trade will be appreciated
and your interests protected. Prices and sizes marked in plain
American fidures. No false statements or deceptions allowed.
f
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WINDOW *4
SEE SPECIAL DISPLAY IN
WARRED & WEST SHOE CO.,
INCORPORATED.
No. 3 South Main St., The Exclusiv.e Shbe Store,
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People's Cure
for Stomach Ills TOWN AND COUNTY
It would be folly to say that a person;
should always be his own doctor. There I
are times when one cannot be too quickl INTERESTS OF THE PEOPLE ARE
in consulting a competent and reliable ,
physician, but the fact does remain that CLOSELY INTERTWIRED.
there are many ailments that can be!
cured at home at very little expense.I
Such remedies can be bought at anyl
first-class drug store for a small sum.
Among the diseases that can be effec.! Worse Than Folly For Aught But Har-
tively treated at home are such as per-
tain to the stomach, liver and bowels,1
like constipation, dyspepsia, biliousness,t
satuienoy. sour stomach, bloated stomach. sick!'
headaches, heartburn, etc. For these troubles.;
there is no better remedy than Dr. Caldwell's I
Syrup Pepsin, the great herb laxative compound.
and among its staunchest friends are the doe'1
tors themselves. In such troubles they know
they have nothing better to offer than the in- I
gredients contained in this remedy, and hence
the liberal ones advise their patients to take it.
It often happens that at the commencement
of an attack some people hesitat- .ake such a
simple remedy, and run to a out after
trying various doctors they um—, ..ke Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin and have their confi-
dence rewarded by a cure. A good case in point
is that of Mr. Herrin. of Lawre.nceville. Ill..
who suffered from what the doctors called ca-
tarrh of the stomach. He was given up to die
by three leading physicians. He had no arPc-
tite. couldn't digest what little he did eat, had
severe pains in the stomach, and finally. mo- .
ments when he himself thought he would die. his last words were spoken, was a
Ultimately he was advised to try Dr. Caldwell's 
'Syrup Pepsin and did so, and now he is entirely SI lendid tribute to Mr. Stanleys
cured and has gained 25 pounds. He naturally popularity and his oratory and mag-
advises all sufferers from weak stomach to use
it. It can be had in 50 cent and bot:les. and uetism and at the same time evi-
results are absolutely guaranteed or money is
refunded.
Buy a bottle to-day and watch result.:.
Those wishing to try Dr. Cald-
well's Syrup Pepsin befo buY- 
M 
or contingent of the asso-
r. Stanley did not sliield any
tog can have a free sample bottle sent to their hreom member e by
addressing the company. This offer is to prove that the elation that might have engaged in
remedy will do as we claim, and is only open to those
who have never taken It. Send for it if you have aria
symptoms of stomach, liver or bowel disease. Gentlest
yet most effective laxative for children, women and old
folks. A guaranteed, permanent home cure. THE
PUBLIC VERDICT: "No Laxative So Good and Sure
as DR. CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN." This product
bears puray guarantee No. 17, Washington, D. 0,
PEPSIN SYRUP CO.
111I Caldwell Bldg., Monticello, III.
FREE TEST
 "sommoms.7- `masi
THIS COUPON
Which is Clipped from the
Kentucky New Era,
Is Good for One Vote
In the Piano Contest.
FOR
lawlessness, and his excoriation of
all such was vigorous. But just as
the hideous deed of Judas did not
reflect upon the disciples of Christ,
night riding should not be laid at
the doors of the association; and
just as the apostleship of Judas
made his betrayal all the blacker,
so was the stigma of shame and
guilt on any member of the associa-
tion w h o violated the law and
wrought injury on the person or
pr )perty of another. Mr. Stanley
called for a stern and prompt effort
to put an end to night riding and to
bring the offenders to justice. "You
can do it," he said, •'and I know
you will."
In the course of his remarks he
said:
'I want to say right here, lest I
should forget, that nothing would
grieve me more than to see any hard
feeling bctween the city of Hopkins-
..t. vine and the people of Christian
Agri tbs .lia kin!, Vt. PL.,' Oen?. county.
ktra4.414 el .64. "Go with me over here towards
7:**,, A • Clarksville where I used to go to cut
For Emergencies at Home
For the Stock on the Farm
Sloavs Linimeat
Is a whole medicine chest
Price 25c 50c Es $ 1.00
Send For Free Booklet on Horses.Cattle.HOQS 6 Poultry-
Address Dr. Earl 5. Sloan, Boston, Mass.
c•• •••
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Country Hams,
6 6
mony to Exist.—Night Riding
Must be Ended.
The peroration of Congressman
Stanley's address at the tabernacle
Saturday was a strong appeal for
law and order in the Black Patch.
His address was over two hours
and a half in length, and the fact
that, despite the extremely ho
weather, the great majority of his
hearers remained in the seats until
denced plainly the deep interest
felt generally in his theme.
Bacon
6 6 Shoulders
6 6 Butter
J. MILLER CLARK
Cumb 500 Home 1121
WANTED!
Telegraph Operators on All Railroads. Good Wages
Are Paid. Splendid Future for Young Men Willing
to Prepare Themselves for Positions.
Telegraphy leads them all, it pays a good salary at start, gives mrloy-
ment entire year and offers good chances for promotion to higher and bet-
ter positions.
Only a short time required to learn and at a small cost. We are t hot'.
otighly equipped and give our students a thorough telegraphic education.
Special terms to those enrolling during September. Positions secured
ior graduates. Write for terms.
Kentucky School of Telegraphy
Owensboro, Kentucky.
1
CA
all the land. And so the city
Hopkinsville and the county
Christian alike have reason to
proud.
MI
we
 Grease
takes wiles 
off the 
road,
and weight 
from the 
load.
Helps the 
team and
pays the 
teamster.
'Practically 
destroys
friction. Saves 
half the
that comes 
front
jotting over rough 
roads,
wear 
and 
lengthens the 
life
of a 
heavy vehicle 
naore
than any 
other one 
thing.
Aslt. the 
dealer for biles
Axle 
Grease.
STANDARD 011, 
COVANI
lailarVor•tfrd
wheat for Ed Jones. Ride over that
country with me and I tell you there
is no Eden, no vail of Cashmere, no
valley of the Nile that is richer or
fairer or more blessed with fatness.
"Its people live like princes, and
many of theru, (I do not see how
they could leave such a place,) have
left this fair garden of the Lord and
have moved to one of the handsom-
PEACE AFTER PAIN
DEATH ENDS LONG ILLNESS OF
MRS. DADE.
Had Been In Invalid for Eighteen
Months.—Remains Laid to Rest
In Riverside Cemetery.
(From Monday's Daily.)
Mrs. Bettie G. Dade, the beloved
wife of Mr. J. Betnkhead Dade,
died last night at her home on East
Seventeen street. She had been an
invalid for eighteen months from a
comylication of diseases and death
relieved her of great suffering.
Mrs. Dade was a lady of many
beautiful traits of character, devoted
to her home and family and friends,
and a faithful and consecrated
Christian. The news of her death
causes sorrow among all who knew
her.
est, one of the most enterprising and , Mrs. Dade was sixty-two years of
one of the most prosperous cities of age and a daughter of ti.e late
ef Thomas Green, who was one of
of Christian county's most promient
be citizens. e
Besides her husband she leaves
"Their interests are all intertwin- a son and three daughters. These i
ed. It would be folly, it would be are Thomas G. Dade, Mrs. Virginia '
worse than folly, for any man in the' Lipcomb, Miss Lucy Dade and Mrs.
country to feel hard toward any man Washington E. Hudson.
in the city, or any man in the city The funeral will take place from
to feel hard toward any man in the the late residence this afternoon at
country. , four o'clock and the remains will
"They tell me there are a dozen be interred in Riverside cemetry.
rascals here that have been abusing
you. Suppose there are. Do you
ever read your Bibles? Is Hopkins-
ville as bad as Sodom? Not quite.
DoL't you remember the Lord said
he would save Sodom if there were
ten righteous men in it? Then he
came down to five. Would you re-
verse the rule laid down by the Lord.
He would save the wicked city from School Discontinued.
harm because there were five good
men in it. Would you harm a good The branch of Lockyear Busi-bey because there were a dozen bad
ness college which has been doing amen in it?
good business here for the past two
"This is the rule that they applied years has been discontinued and theto the association. There may be furniture shipped back to the Ev-a few men, comparatively few men,
ansville school.in it who have committed acts of
depredation and for that they con-
demn the whole assecitition and I
protest.
"In the same way I would not
countenance, I would not encour:
age,any fef lin; of ill will or hostility
between the good people of the town
on the one hand, and the good people
of the county on the other.
"I have lived in the town and in
the country and the only difference
between a town man and a countrY
man is that everything a country
man gets he puts in his belly and
everything a town man gets he puts
on his back. ( Long and continued
applause.)
She Found Relief.
..----••••■•••••—•
For a Sprained Ankle
A sprained ankle may be cured in
about one third the time usually re-
quired, by applying Chamberlain's
Pain Balm freely, and giving it ab-
solute rest. For sale by Anderson
& Fowler Drug Co., incorporated.
The way to get rid of a cold
whether it be a -bad cold" or just a
little one, is to get it out of your sys-
tem through the bowels. Nearly all
Cough Cures, especially those that
contain opiates, are constipating.
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup
contains no opiates and acts gently
on the bowels. Pleasant to take.Sold
by R. C. Hardwick.
If you are troubled with liver corn- g
plaint and have not received help
road this. lirs. Mary E. Hammond,
Moody, Tex. "I was in poor health—
with liver tronble—for over a year.
Doctors did me no good and I tried
Herbine, and three bottles cured me.
I can't say too much for Herbine, as
it is a wonderful liver inedieine I
always have it in the house. Pub-
lish where you wish." For sale by
L. A. Johnson.
Death of Infant.
The eight-months-old daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rives died Sat-
urday at their home near Longview
and was buried Sunday afternoon.
GOOD NEWS
Many Hopkinsville Readers Have Heard
it and Profited Thereby.
"Good news travels fast" and the
thousands of bad luck sufferers in
Hopkinsville are glad to learn that
prompt relief is within their reach.
Many a lame, weak and aching back
is bad no more thanks to Doan's
Kidney Pills. Many people are tel-
ling the good news of their experi-
ence with the old Quaker remedy
Here is an example worth reading:
R. H. Buck, living on South Frank-
lin street, Madisonville, Ky., says:
"Doan's Kidney Pills is an ex-
ceedingly good remedy for kidney
complaint and backache. I was
never seriously troubled until about
nine months ago I was taken with
an attack of backache caused I think
by a strain from overlifting. I was
annoyed a good deal. I saw Doan's
Kidney pills advertised and con-
cluding to give them a trial, got a
sufply. They proved very satisfac-
tory, curing the attack in a short
time. Some time later there were
symptoms of a recurrence and I ap-
pealed to Doan's Kidney pills again.
They relieved me in a short time and
they kept my kidneys in an excel-
lent condition."
For sale by all dealers. Price, 50c,
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
sole agents for the United States
Remember the name—Doan's—and
take no other.
Dr. Edwards, Specialist,
Eye, Ea:r, Nose and
Throat. Test made free of
charge for glasses. Phoe-
nix Bldg., Main:St., Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
Rheumatism
I have found a tried and tested cure for Rhen•
taatism! Not a remedy that vin straighten the
distorted limbs of chronic cripeass, nor turn bony
growths back to flesh again. 'Mat is impossible.
But I can now surely kill the pike and pangs of
this deplorable disease.
In Gerniany—with a Chemist In the City of
Darmstadt—I found the la* ingredient with
which Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic Itegnedx Was made
a perfected, dependable preseriptiod: Without
that last ingredient. I sticcesaftsIty treated many,
many cases of Rheumatism; !miaow, at last, Bunt.
formly cures all curable cases of this heretofore
much dreaded dilease. Thom lipad-like granular
wastes, found in Rheumatic Blood. PPM to dissolve
and pass away under the action of this remedy at
freely as does sugar when added to pure water.
so ca=1
And then. when dissolved, these potsqnous
freely pass from the system.d the 
Rheumatism is gone forever. There is new no
real need--po actual excuse to suffer longer with-
out help. We sell, and in ceattlenc• recsommead
Dr. Shoop's
Rheumatic Remedy
ANDERSON & FOWLER.
(Incorporated)
Dr. R. L. Bradley
Veterinary Surgeon,
Graduate of Ontario Veterinary Col
lee, Toronto, Canada.
Specialist in Surgery, Foot and
Leg Lameness and Dentistry. Cas-
tration or Stallions; flrirtg by a new
process. Very special surgical oper
ations for tk cure of Spavins and
Neurotomy for the:cure
of lameness in Navicular diseases.
Office at Gray & Gates livery stable,
East Ninth street, near L. tit N. de-
pot. Telephone 145.
ALL CALLS by letter or telephone
promptly attertded to.
tIOPKINSVILLE - KENTUCKY
Insure
against Accident or Sickness in the
best company in the business. Pay
your premiums by month or year.
The cost is such a trifle you'll be
surprised. See
W. B. CALL1S,
Fire, Life and Accident Insurance,
Hopper Building.
BABY'S
VOICE
Is the joy of the household, for without
it no happiness can be complete. How
sweet the picture of mother and bugle
Angels smile at and commend this,
thoughts and aspirations of the mother
bending over the cradle. The ordeal throt.gh
which the expectant mother must pass, how-
ever, is so full of danger and suffering that shit
looks forward to the hour when she shall feel
the exquisite thrill of motherhood with indescribable dread and fear.
Every woman should know that the danger, pain and horror of child-
birth can be entirely avoided by the use of Mother's Friend, a scientific
liniment for external use only, which toughens and renders pliable all
the parts, and assists nature in
its sublime work. By its aid
thousands of women have
passed this great crisis in per-
fect safety and without pain.
Sold at P.m per bottle by druggists. Our book
of priceless value to all women sent free. Address
BRADFIELD REGULATOR 00., Atlanta, Oa
OTHER'S
FRIEND
Bethel
Female
College
54TH SESSION OPENS ON
SEPTEMBER 3RD.
WITH full faculty of experienced teacher .Instruction thorough in each department.
Training and influence unsurpassed. We de-
sire the patronage of parents who want the
best advantages for their daughters. Address
.„ .
Edmund Harrison,
Hopkinsville, Ky
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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. Special attention given to repairing of all kinds.
• Satisfaction guarantied. Shop down stairs in
• Phoenix building, on Ninth Sc.
••••4006•00e09000000••••••••••410
•
•
MAKER FINE 
•
OF
Li/ SHOES
Hardwick
Will sell Pianos, Organs and Sewing Machines at Factory
Hardwick
Prices.
Has the most complete stock of Drugs in the city. Registered
Pharmacists in charge of Prescription Department.
Hardwick
Does expert Jewelry Repairing and Fine Watch and Clock Work..
And has the greatest assortment of Art Novelties, Jewelry, Cut
Glass, Watches, Clocks, Diamonds and Precious Stones, Sterling
and Silver Plated Hollow and Flat Ware.
R. C. Hardwick, Hopkinsville, Ky.
•••••1100V0000006••••••••••••••11
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M. H. l'IcOrew
General
Machinist
Mill Supplies
Everything Guaranteed.
444
CORNER EIGHTH AND CLAY STREETS.
Home Phone 1097; Cumb. 165-2. Residence, Comb. 498.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Why Re* a Farm? •
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You can buy one on easy terms.
We are selling good farming land in tracts from 26
acres up, and at prices from $6.00 per acre up. Located
convenient to both railroad and river transportation.
Plenty of good water. Schools and churches convenient.
Taxes low.
We shall be pleased to furnish full information if you
will write uS, describing what you desire to purchase,
and we shall also take pleasure in showing you over the
land, free of charge, if you will come and make a per-
sonal Inspection of our property.
Cumberland River Land Co.
Bear Spring, Stewart County, Tennessee.
alhass,
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More Than $25,000 in Prizes!
A State Fair ribbon has the backing 1 the Commonwealth of
Kentucky. It's a trophy with a big value, aside from the money
that accompanies it.
Lowest Rates by Rail and River!
You Just Can't Affe7d to Miss It!
Loe and bring all the folks And the atte•idance will be swelled
to the much desired figure: a quarter millipa in six great days.
See our new grounis a-id new buildints costing $275,000—sfeel
and concrete grand stone.; mammoth exb biiion barns; fastest trot-
ting track in the world!
Trotting, Pacing, Running Races Daily!
An tmusement program runniog way into thousands of dollars,
united with an exhibition pian ne er before attempted.
5 EPT.16-21 1907.
LOUISVILLE.,
Capt. Knabenshue in his passenger-carrying airship—the marvel
of the century—with daily flights and exhibitions and a night ride
in the air guided by a search-light!
Balloon races—the most exciting of aerial sports.; and a captive
balloon!
Sensational acrobatic acts tree vitt day!
And the world's greatest living color page of amusement enter-
prises.
Pain's famous Manhattan Beach fire works and the gigantic
pyrotechnic spectacle, "Eruption of Vesuvius," actual reproduction
of the awe-inspiring calamity of 1906, given nightly in the infield,
in front of the grand stand.
Three concerts daily by Natiello and his premier band of fifty
artists from the "Land of Music."
Remember the Kentucky State Fair was created by the Kentucky
Legislature and is given under the auspices of the Kentucky State
Board of Agriculture.
Write for catalogue and illustrated descriptive book.
R. E. HUGHES, Secretary, Louisville.
To FInitirs nd Ttrnbqm P •
We are now ready to receive shipments
DOGWOOD, PERSIMMON, HICKORY.
Timber taken up on railroad in quantities to justify. Writ-
us for contraets, stating amount you can furnish. .•. •.•
THE ANCHOR BLOCK MILLS CO..
1—C--- _ - 4
THIS COUPON
Which is Clipped from the
Kentucky New Era,
Is Good for One Vote
In the Piano Contest.
FOR
I
Poultry Exhibit.
Headqsarters Tennessee State
Poultry Breeders' Association.
Nashville, Tenn., Aug. 25, 1807.
The Tennessee state poultry breed-
ers' association beg to announce to
the poultry breeders and fanciers of
America that their third annual ex-
hibibition to be held at Nashville on
January 6-11, 1908, will be the great-
est Poultry Exposition ever attend-
ed .in the United States. Special
building. Big list of regular and
specials. America's best judges.
John A. MURKIN, Jr., Sect.
Nashville, Tenn.
Stay out of Politics.
Let the members of the Tobacco
association stay out of politics.
There will be all kinds of schemes
used in order to get them into polit-
ics but they are not out for political
glory but for the purpose of getting
good prices for their tobac'co. It is
a business proposition not a political
scheme.—Mayfleld Messenger. 
Splendid advice. However a few
political vampires in this district
have attached themselves to this
grand organization of tobacco grow-
ers and would drain the great body
of farmers of every di op of life blood
to further a personal political ambi-
tion. A man who rop.s sit such a
measure would drive a davget in the
back of his benefactor. tie would
rob a widow ,of the last mite and
the orphan of the last crumb of
bread. We have a few of these
hounds of hell spotted and we'll
name them to .the world unios they
retract their present nefarious
schemes.—Murray Ledger.
-
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For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the
Ciarksle, Tenn. Signature of
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THE MODERN "PITTSBURGH PERFECT"
WIRE FENCE, WELDED BY ELECTRICITY,
What a Marvel it
would have
been to
Abraham Lincoln,
splitter of
rails.
'EMMA' Aimi/MMO
Mr. Farmer: Your progressiveness is keeping you in close touch
with improvements in farm machinery, in dairy methods, and with all
the scientific facts that bring about the greatest possible agriculti.ral
production.
You are also informing yourself about fence. We know you are. '
First—there was the stone fence of medieval history.
Second—pioneer America converted its timber into rails.
Third—somebody found a way to weave wire and slats.
Fourth—along came barb wire, with its marvelous sale.
L Fifth—machines were invented to twist or clamp one wire around
another: the woven wire fence.
But, most important of all, electricity now we/cis the
wires at the joint, making no longer necessary these wraps
and clamps. Stay and strand, wizard-like, become one.
The greatest step forward in fence building is thus accomplished at
a single, master stroke.
Of course, you are not using anything else. Surely you are familiar-
izing yourself with this remarkable improvement, to be found only in
"Pittsburgh Perfect."
For Sale By
Forbes Manufacturing Co., Incorporated
IND
•
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KENTUCKY FLOE
V. •
FORMER CITIZEN URGES TH
EMBLEM BE CHOSEN.
Interesting Letter From Mrs. Blank
ship—Tells of Death:of Gov.
Fioutt.
Mrs. Vic A. Blankenship, of D
ver, Colorado, formerly of this c.
a daughter of the late Gen. Dal
Hays, and a sister of Mr. Jai
Hays, has written to Judge W.
Winfree urging,himito take the I.
in a movement to have Kentut
choose a flower emblem. /11
Blankenship says that fine hor
and good whiskey are given
much conspicuousness in the
ploitation of Kentucky, and tha
state flower, together with our bel
tiful women, should receive more
tention. She favors the selection
the blue bells, because they are /
tive flowers and were the favori,
of Gov. Morehead, Gen. Hays a
Prof. James D. Rumsey. "The
men should be remembered in t
choice of a state flower," says Mt
Blankenship, "because they gor
the best years of their lives to ti
welfare of Kentucky and wei
known far and wide fot their it
tegrity. The two former were lift
long friends of Henry Clay and th
latter was the preceptor of Boliva
Buckner and other men prom
merit in the state and nation and th
best teacher of the time, or an
time, in America." Mrs. Blanker
ship encloses in her letter an accour
of the death of "a truly great Ket
tuckian lof whom our own stst
should be proud and whose life wa
one of example to the young. •' Thi
man was ex-Gov. John L. Routt, o
4
Colorado, who died at Denver Aug
13. He was a native of Caldwel
county, being born April 25, 1826.
Ha moved to Illinois in the 40's and
served in many political offices and
in the Federal army. He was assis-
tant postmaster-general of the U. S.,
territorial governor of Colorado and
in 1876 was elected the first governor
of the state of Colorado. In 1883 he
was elected mayor of Denver and in
1890 was re-elected governor of Col-
orado.
RICHARDSON-HOWELL 91
(From Friday's Daily)
In a letter to his mother which
was received this morning, Tom
Howell announced that he was mar-
rie'd Wednesday nielit to Miss Eliz-
abeth Richardson, daughter of Con
gressman William Richardson, o
Huntsville, Ala.
The wedding was very unexpectet
Some tim e a g o Mr. Howe
wrote his mother that he was gob
to take a vacation but was going
Alabama instead of coming he'
He went to see the young lady wht
he met during the past winter wh
she was visiting in Richmond, V
where Mr. Howell and his brot
George are in business togeti
The letter which came this morr
was written from Chattanooga
the bride and groom were returt
to Richmond. Mr. Howell form
resided here and was one of
most popular and worthy yt
men in Hopkinsville. The
wishes and congratulati6ns of
man" friends are cordially exte•
to him and his fair bride.
DO YOU GET UP
WITH A LAME BA(
Kidney Trouble Makes You Mist
Almost everybody who reads the
papers is sure to know of the won,
IL 
ly
-----A 
, cures made '
it Root,neN,   l it‘her gar, ieatdI Kilmer's S
der remedy.
It is the grea
ical triumph
nineteenth cen,
discovered after
of scientific res.
by Dr. Kilmer.
............ eminent kidney.
bladder specialist, and is wonder
successful in promptly curing lame I
uric acid, catarrh of the bladder
Bright's Disease, which is the \
form of kidney trouble.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root is not
ommended for everything but if you I
kidney, liver or bladder trouble it wi
found just the remedy you need. It
been tested in so many ways, in hos]
work and in private practice, and
proved so successful in every case th
special arrangement has been math
which all readers of this paper, who l
not already tried it, may have a san
bottle sent free by mail, also a book i
ing more about Swamp-Root, and hol
find out if you have kidney or bladder ti
hie. When writing mention reading'
generous offer in this paper and send y
address to Dr. Kilmer
& Co., Binghamton,
N. V. The regular
fifty-cent and one-
dollar size bottles are Home of Swamp-R.
sold by all good druggists. Don't rm
any mistake, but remember the nal
Swamp-Root, Ds. Kihner's Swamp-Ro
'and the address, Binghamton, N. V ,
.every bottle.
•
1
-
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EB POWERS SAYS HE KNOWS THE
ASSASSIN WHO KILLED GOV. GOEBEL.
EORGETOWN, Ky., Sept 2. - that he will demand a trial, regard
ab Powers, in jail pending trial less of whether Hager or WillsOn is
the murder of William Goebel, elected goyern.r and that he desires
issued a statement in which he ,the election of the Republican can-
lares that he now knows.he man dictate only because it would mean
) killed Goebel. He also declares that he would get a fair judge.
IRK FROM REOHOT IRON FLEW INTO
CAN OF GASOLINE ARTHUR DILLARD WAS
CASKY NOTES.
• Mr. and Mrs. Robt. Shelton, of
Gracey. visited the family of Mr.
Geo. Shelton Sunday.
I Mrs. Hunter Watson is reported
quite ill.
. Miss 0114 Tribble of Henderson
is visiting her sister Mrs. Chas.
Garland.
I Mr. John N. Jackson returned
Wednesday from a two weeks visit
to the Jamestown exposition, and
relatives ani friends near Rich-
mond.
CARRYING MO EXPLOSION FOLLOWED Mr. J. N. Warfield of Jackson-ville, Fla., is visiting the family of
Mr. W. E. Warfield.
Escape Was Almost a Miracle and The Interior of McGrew's Workshop
Was Set on Fire.—Two Alarms Were Turned In
During The Morning.
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
wo alarms of fire were turned in
s morning, one from the residence
Mrs. Eusebia Anderson, on Esst
lth street, and the other from M.
McGrew's machine shop on Clay
I Eighth streets.
'he Nam. fire was caused in an
usual manner and it is almost r a
racle that one man escaped cre-
'lion and the building escaped
mplete destruction.
Mr. McGrew had telephoned to V.
. Williamson for some gasoline
id Arthur Dillard, the regular
iver of the big tank wagon, went
) to deliver it. He entered the
lop with a five gallon can of the
_ understood the alarm to be fromlid in each hand. Just as he en
red one of the workmen, not Nineteenth street and went there
first instead of Ninth street where
the fire really was. Two of the fire-4
)ticing Dillard coming in, drew a
.ii hot piece of iron from the forge
-id a spark from this flew into one m e n however got the direction
the cans of gasoline. The infiam- Etraight, these being Will Turnerable liquid at once flashed into a 
and Will Hester, and they put outlaze and before one could hardly
mink th entire interior of the t h e blaze, which had originatede 
uilding was filled with flames and about a grate, with buckets.
smoke. Dillard retained his pre-
sence of mind and in throwing the
cans away from him threw them
backward. Had he dropped them
by his side or thrown them in front
of him he would in all probability
have been burned badly or possibly
fatally by the flames. As it was he
escaped without a burn.
The interior of the shop was set on
the but the fire department arrived
in a short time and put out the
flames. The chief damage NVIII3
caused by the water which was
thrown by the firemen.
The fire at Mrs. Anderson's was
slight and was put out with buckets.
The men at the fire department
,N THE "HIGHLANDS"' L=THE CIRCUSESBig Event.
The Great Cole Brothers' Show,
will exhibit at Hopkinsvillo, Satur-
LABOR DAY WAS VERY HAPPILY day Sept. 7, is of such gigantic
magnitude and such extreme merit
that it stands in a class by itself and
it is just what the press throughout
the country has claimed for it—the
most modern and entertaining
91
CELEBRATED
The good people of the "High-
lands," as is their custom each year
on Labor day met Monday at Flem- amusement aggregation touring this
countr,,•. It has been many yearsings cave, and to say they had a
since this show has been run here,good time would be putting it very
mildly. In fact it was one of the
most enjoyable occasions they have
ever experienced in that section.
While the weather was rather Warm
still it was delightful picnic weather.
Both old and young seemed to vie
with each other to see which coula
lave the better time. The long
tretch of tables were loaded down
-ith every thing imaginable that
as good to eat and the large crowd
neighbors and invited friends did
iple justic3 to the occasion, and
re was plenty to spare to feed as
M y more. After dinner delightful
eches were made by Prof. W. E. will not be necessarrto wait for the
ty, county superintendent of performance to have the truthful-
ools, Rev. George C. Abbitt, ec-
ef Grace church, Rev. W. T.
er and Mr. G. W. Armistead.
speaking was interspersed with
ic. After a day well spent and
htfully enjoyed, the crowd
ly dispersed for their homes
:Mg it had been good to be
1.
G. Dunnington, of the Italian
Is in this region to award con-
for the purchase of 'tobacco.
like Griffin will buy duing the
ig year at Murray, Thomas Thousands of men and wonifIn are
anxiously looking forward to theat Paducah, Moss & Lewis at
vacation days that come in June,1, Tann., Field, Hamlett &
Fulton ani Mr. Gardner at July and August—not so much for•: 
Ad. Contracts in t Hopkin- the pleasure or enj Kvinent as for the
listrict will, it is ffbderstood, 
4p
chance of getting rid of their ill
• 
health.
To thoroughly drive away troubles
of the stomach most people think
they have to make a business of it
but its name is a familiar one, as it
has -been prominent in the show
world for the last deeade. In fact, it
ts the only show in America today
where si::e, merit and value have
increased yearly and thee only show
that invests a proportion of its earn-
ings in itself every year. This plan,
which was:adopted at its conception,
has sacredly been adhered to and to
this fact Mr. Martin Downs, the pre-
sent owner, attributes the ttnequall-
ed success of the show.
It has often been remarked that
if you see one circus you see all.
The Great Cole Brothers' Show re-
futes this adage in every iota. It
ness of this fact demonstrated. The
gorgeous street parade, which will
pass. through the principal streets
on the morning of the day of ex-
hibition, will convince all that the
Great Cole Brothers' Show is the
one show that has discarded every-
thing old and adheres only to the
new.
THE NEW REMEDY.
a renewed.
Ii
me
AVE YOU CATARRH?
Hyomei and Relief and Cure
Will be Guaranteed.
ou have catarrh, with offen-
breath, burning pain in the
t, difficulty in breathing, rais-
mucous, discharge from the
tickling or dropping from the
of the throat, coughing spasms
begin the use of Hy-o-mei at
t-o-mei is made frcm nature's
[ling oils and balsams and con-
the germ-killing properties of
pine woods. Its medication is
In in with the air you breathe,
fm atit reaches the most remote
of the respiratory organs, kill-
catarrhal germs and sooth-
jauy irritation there may be in
mucous membrane.
tie complete Hy-o-mei outfit
414 but $1.00; and L. L. Elgin
s his] personal guarantee with
package that money will be re-
led unless fife treatment does a
Ilaimed for it. tu
ats
Take it Now 1 hat Vacation Days Are
Fast Approaching.
ONLY RIDING LION
IN THE WORLD.—A JOCKEY OF
THE JUNGLES.
One of The Features With The Carl
Hagenbeck and Great Wallace
Shows Combined.
Another master accomplishment
of thegreat animal trainers of the
Carl Hagenbeck & Great Wallace
circus is the introduction of the
monster 1 i o n. "Crown Prince,"
pride of the Carnivorian Constella-
tion, in skillful feats of equestrian-
ism on the back of a wild running
horse.
Unleashed in the great steel ribb-
ed arena, he springs like a wild cat
to the back of his intrepid mount
and with all the grace and dexterity
of riding rivals performs feats that
are almost incredible.
Hoops of fire have no terror for
the subjugated savage as he leaps
through them with all the abandon
of his human prototypes.
No other show presents a similar
feature and the many wonderful
trained wild beasts with Hagenbeck
& Wallace are creating a general
sensation. The many exclusive
circus features are also called sup-
erior to any ever seen en-tour and
will be seen only with this show
Wednesday Sept. 18. 1
DON'T FORGET THIS
PLANTERS' ASSOCIATION ELECT-
ION SATURDAY.
To the members of the Planters'
Protective association:
The members of the Planters' Pro-
tective association of Kentucky
Tennessee and Virginia are request-
ed to meet at their respective voting
places on Saturday September 7th,
for the purpose of electing the va-
rious district chairmen over the
county.
On Saturday Sept. 11, the district
from Dawson. Ichairmen so elected are requested to
meet at county seats of their rospec-
tive counties and elect from their
numbers a county chairman and a
Jim McCarter of Peachers Mill is vice-chairman for the ensuing year,
visiting Dester Easton. the county chairman to be a mem-
ber of the board of directors. These
elections are to be held between the
hours of 2 and 6 p. m.
We especially urge upon our mem-
bers the necessity of electing strong,
honorable conservative men, as the
success of the association greatly de-
pends upon this.
Yours truly
MRS. N. E. GREEN,
Seil6retary.
By order of the Board of Directors.
Guthrie, Ky., July 26, 1907.
Mr. Cede G. Howe of Henderson
and Mr. and Mrs. Reeves of the
county visited the family of J. R.
Stolzy Sunday.
Dr. and Mrs. John E. Bell and
little daughter will leave soon for
Colorado where they will make their
future home.
Mrs. George Owen and daughter,
Miss Mary, who have been quite ill,
are reported improving.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Vaughan af
Lubbock Texas, who have been
visiting friends and relatives here
for tw o months returned home Tues-
day.
Miss Bettie Green returned home
Tuesday after a two weeks visit to
relatives in Tennessee.
Miss Edith Stolzy and sister Mrs.
Howe returned Friday night from a
visit to relatives and friends in
Springfield Tennessee.
BILL.
BELL IT
Miss Mary Atkins opened her
school Monday with 27 pupils enroll-
ed.
Thomas Batts is able to be up
again.
Pester Easton has been quite sick.
Miss Bessie Richards, who has
been visiting her sister Mrs. Jno.
Garrett, has returned home.
Mrs. Pink Williams of Evansville,
Ind., is visiting Mrs. W. C. Cren-
shaw.
Miss Hazel Proctor has returned
from Clarksville.
Mrs. R. L. Ingram is visiting Mrs.
Jas. Easton.
Miss Ellen Dennes has returned
Mrs. Jake Nuckols has returned
from Cerulean.
Dr. Erklitian visited Cliff Garrott
Sunday.
Mr. Tucker lost a
heat, Saturday.
More than one heart was made
glad when Misses Frances and
Martha Batts returned home Sun-
day.
Miss Esther Ingram who has been
visiting friends in this neighborhood
has gone to Mrs. Jessie Giles.
fine mule by
Ira Proctor and Pooling Young at-
tended the Stock Show at Dunbar
Cave Saturday.
Mr. Robert Allensworth visited
his sister Mrs. Jessie O'Neal Sun-
day.
Quite a crowd enjoyed A. 0.
Stanley's speech at the Tabernacle
Saturday
Farmers are busy
in this vicinity.
LLz,
A. S. OF E. NOTES.
Kentucky produces over one-sev-
enth of the tobacco crop of the world
and over one-third of the tobacco
crop of the United States.
Kentucky, North Carolina and
Virginia produce over one-half of
the tobacco crop of the United
Mr. George Word has returned States.
from Red Bowling Springs.
cutting tobacco
"IRISH ROSIE."
SINKING FORK NOTES.
Wisconsin stands fourth in ti •
* list of tobacco producing states, both
in amount raised and price received.
Mr. Guy Cooksey and Mr. Rollie
Woosley left Sunday for Marion,
Ill
with dieting, exercise and perhaps a Mrs. G. M. Tribble and little crop of the
vacation. i daughter, Ellen, spent the day at 
•
But Mi-o-na stomach tablets tak_ the home of Mr. D. 0. Tribble Tues- , A year ago wheat sold
en with regularity, in a very few day. . 
on the Chicago market.days will drive away indigestion,
dizzy spells, distress after eating, 
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Spurlin were lowing it sold at more'
theheadaches, sleeplessness, and the 
the pleasant guests of Mr. and Mrs. Speculators are trying to 
- 1 
same game this year. They'll catch
many other symptoms of bad diges
Monroe Spurlin Sunday.
Rosebud. the weak kneed dumper, but there'stion and sluggishness of the diges ' 
tive organs tnat keep people from
enjoying themselves. i
; Kentucky, North Carolina, Vir-
ginia. Wisconsin and Ohio produce
over three-fourths of the tobacco
United States.
Day after day, at work behind ,
desks or in the factory with poor Otho Mullen, a popular young
sunlight and air, soon results in Hopkinsville citizen, has become a
sluggishness of the entire physical benedick. The rosy news comes in
and mental apparatus. The first a letter to his father, Mr. F. M.
slight symptoms of indigestion can Mullen. The bride is a pretty resi-
be easily cured, but when they dent of Big Stone Gap, Va., where
are allowed to increase without any Mr. Mullen has been playing ball
thelp, then the stomach complaintshis summer and the marriage took
become hard to shake off. place at Bristol. Mr. and Mrs. Mul-
len are now at Bluefield, W. VaStrengthen the whole digestive •,
system with Mi-o-na and you will where they will remain this month.
soon find that bot stomach and They will come to Hopkinsville inl 
,bowey do the work as they should. October.,
L.
r
Elgin sells Mi-o-na in 60-cent 1211 IP 0 MIL .efIL..
bozetiand guarantees to refund the Bears the The KM You Kare Always IWO
kf the remedy does not give Sigustire
' complete satisfaction.. if
Otho Mullen Marries.
at 70. cents
In May fol-
than $1.00.
work
fewer dumpers each year.
$1.05 for wheat. More money for
the farmer, the tailor, the shoemak-
er, the hardware merchant, the gro-
cer, the butcher and in fact the
whole "shootin' match". This is
the minimum price set by the
grain growers department of the
American Society of Equity, but
they are recommending that farmer,
hold for $1.26.
Barred Plymouth Rocks Exclusively.
Show birds and layers. Give me,
a trial and bts convinced.
DANIEL SUBURBAN POUL-
TICZ ,YA4DS, Aopkinsville, Hy.
Cumbi.,-!+Phon408. „ w
'tts
N• •
4
/
I. • . -
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STATE FIRE MARSHAL IN TRIGG COUNTY
,§EEKS TO HAVE SQUIRE NABB
INDIC rED.
TWO -EXPERTS WILL TESTIFY
Claims That Wallonia Man Wrote
Threatening Letter to Bob Wal-
lace of Lyon County.
(From Thursday's Daily)
State Fire Marshal Mott Ayres ac-
companied by Prof. M. R. Treesda,le
uhd Dr. Lewis Ryans, was in the
city this morning en route to Cadiz
to appear before the Trigg county
grand jury. The men with Col.
Ayres are handwriting experts. The
Trigg county grand jury will inves-
tigate Col. Ayres' charge that N. E.
Nabb, a prominent citizen of Wall-
/Ilia, justice of the peace, and one of
the three official graders of the
Dark District Planters' Protective
association, wrote a threatening let-
ter to Bob Wallace, of Rynldo, Lyon
county, shortly before the latter's
barn was burned by Night Riders.
The letter written to Mr. Wallace
slid in part "We are tired of the
Trust robbing the people so we are
determined to down them and their
thieving gang at all hazzards and we
consider you one of thosescoundrels.
A hint to the wise is sufficient we
dont want to have to go after you
but if we bave to we can do it to
perfection.".
The fire marshal says he disclaims
any knowledge of Squire Nabbs hav-
ins a guilty or felonious participa-
tion in the burning of Mr. Wallace's
barn, but that the Squire undoubted-
wrote the letter, and he proposes to
prove thia by Experts in handwriting
and by c!rcumstantial evidence he
has in his possession. Dr. Ryans
one of hi experts, is federal court
physician and a former .13snker, and
Prof. Teesdale is said to have made
a life stuay of chirography. He was
one of Or experts in the famous
Botto wia case. The party left at
11;20 for !Cadiz, and expect to re-
turn herd tonight.
PlAtIO CONTEST.
t oday's count is:
Miss Sun Ann Owsley 137578
Miss Mary Crenshaw 12538.3
Margaret Thompson  103719
F. 0. Eatgles . . .33121
Miss Ale Anderson .. .. . ..14918
Nell Cayce 9621
Christian church 
* 
8764
Mrs. C. E. West   8.7151
Miss Cornelia Hooser  8199
1st. Pre,. Sunday school. 7968
Vera Weaver 3028
Louise idwell 2452
Maude Warfleld •   2290
Miss Frances Cravens  937
Jennie West . 897
K. of P r!, •  822
Etnelia Frankel    702
Ethel Brown  785
Miss Verna Southall  353
Miss Idi Morrison  530
-Mrs. Buck Hardy.   519
M. W. A.  255
Miss Ruth Oldham  275
W. O. W  147
I. 0 0 F .163
Elks Lodge  146
Dark TI). A    140
Miss Mary s.,,ithson . 136
Grace tihurch  133
Miss Mattie Lacey 100
NOT MUCH TOBACCO
As indicated in the weekly re-
ports, the month of August was an
active one on the local tobacco mar-
ket with the demand strong at all
'times and for nearly all grades and
price ruling at an advance. The
steady sales have depleted all stocks
until there is little left either among
the independent dealers or the far-
mers association.
The Planters' Protective associa-
tion report the sale of 1,161 hogs-
heads during the month at prices
ranging from 50c to $2 per hundred
above the schedule adopted last
winter.
They have now run down to only
a few hundred hogsheads left and
the local salesman is preparing to
hold a big sale, in which he hopes
to wind up the season's business.
On the general market the inspec-
tors report shows a falling off from
last years figures, but even with this
business has been brisk and prices
have been very satisfactory in all
cases. Very little tobacco remains
unsold here.
The report showing comparative
figures for this year and last, is as
follows:
Receipts past month
1807 1906'
95 1°15
Receipts for year .... 4,450 5,233
Sales past month .. .. 270 419
Sales for year  4,120 6,467
Shipments past month. 1,697 1,032
Shipments for year.... 10,280 11,320
Stock on sale  444 380
Stock sold  165 100
Total stock on hand.... 609 540
Prices ruled as follows:
Lugs-low, $6 to $6.50, common
$6.50 to $7, medium $7 to $7.50, good
$7.50 to $8, fine $8 to $9.
Leaf-low $7 to $8, common $8 to
$9.50, medium $10 to $11.50, good $12
to $14, fine $13 to $16.
Snuff tobaccos $7.50 to $10, cigar
wrappers $11 to $13.50, binders $9 to
311, fillers $7 to $9.
The growing crop is reported to be
doing well in the field except that
the worms have become so bad that
farmers have all they can do to keep
them under control even by using
Paris green freely.
With late frosts it is estimated
that the crep will be from two-
thirds to three-fourths of the aver-
age. It is also estimated that from
75% to 80% of the crop next season
will be controlled by the farmers'
association and it may even be more
than this as new members are com-
ing in constantly.
IN FISCAL COURT
SHERIFF SMITH HAS CHARGE OF
FUNDS
The Christian county fiscal court
adjourned Wednesdai afternoon to
meet again at the courthouse here
on Monday, September 16.
Sheriff David Smith was elected
commissioner of the sinking fund
for the $75,000 turnpike bonds of the
issue of July 1, 1901; of the $70,000
railroad funding bonds of Nov. 1,
1904; and of the new issue of the
$100,000 road bonds.
Elsewhere in this impreasion will
be found the official notice' to con-
tractors that bids will be re-
ceived Sept. 16 for the construction
of about sixty miles of pike.
Senator Frank Rives was appoint-
ed a special commissioner to settle
with Sheriff Smith for taxes and
other money collected during 1906.
A committee was appointed to se-
cure by purchase or condemnation
rock quarries on certain roads in the
county.
Notice To Contractors.
'rhe committees appointed by
order of the Fiscal court of Christian
county, Kentucky, will, on Monday,
the 16th of Sept., 1907, at the court
house :in Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
receive open or sealed bids for the
construction of about sixty miles of
turnpike. All bids to be per mile of
pike, to be built according to plans
and specifications furnished by J.
K. Twyman, engineer.
The coutt reserves the right to re-
ject any and all bids.
W. L. Parker
Chairmen.
John W. Rogers )
Hopkinsville, Ky. Sept. 4th, 1907.
d 4t. w2t r, 
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A PhOMINENT FARMER DISCUSS-
ES THE ASSOCIATION
Talks About The Salary Question And
fells Who Should Receive
Pay for Services.
To the farmers of the Black Patch.
Brother Farmers:
Come let us reason together. I
am no writer, have little influence
and have never taken an active part
in the organization of (he tobacco
growers. I will admit that I enter-
ed the movement with fear and
trembling, for I had little hope of
final 
success.I could not see how the poor farm-
ers could combat with the Giant,
The American Tobacco company
with its millions.
You have fought a god fight, you
have won a glorious victory. You
have this giant absolutely under
your thumb.
This talk of supply and demand
cuts no figure in the situation; it all
depends on organization. •
You have put the price up you
can maintain these prices just so
long as you remain a unit as to or-
ganization for "In unity there is
strength." And as long as there is
no division in your ranks you are
masters of the situation.
This monsters only hope now of
controlling the price of tobacco is to
create discord in your ranks.
All this as to salaries and graft is
changeable in a great measure to
the little fellows that lost a job with
this monster trust, they tried radi-
cule to begin with then they tried to
starve them into submission they
tried to create distrust, then then
they tried kigh prices on the out
side but still the "fool farmer" as
they were pleased to call him stuck
to the organization.
Eow instead of getting on a mule
and hunting a tobacco buyer let that
august gentleman hunt you and
your tobacco and then he takes it at
your price.
Now, brother farmer, lets think
just a little as we go about salaries,
let us begin with you district com-
mitteeman. He should be paid a re-
sonable fee for his meeting with the
county committee, then your county
chairman shiyald be paid for the
days he presides in these meetiags.
And when sitting with the executive
committee every officer and em-
ploye of the association should be
paid tor his services. This ig just
an t right. This is not a pauper's
organiz,ition. but a body of business
men, now let us pay our officials
reasonably and liberally. nen let
us have a financial report published
at least once a year then the cry of
graft and fraud must cease.
And again brother farmer when
the time for the election of your dis-
trict committeemen comes go and
elect good men and true men that
you would be willing to trust. Do
this all over the Black Patch and
you have nothing to fear, all will he
well.
Yours fraternally,
A FARMER.
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THAT GRACEV GAME.
BITTEN BY A SNAKE GRACEY, Ky., Septsmber 5.--
There was a great base call game
at Gracey Sept. 3nd between the
Gracey and Cadiz combination team
YOUNG WOMAN WAS HANDLING and the merchants pick-up team.
This was by far the best game
BUNDLE OF HAY.
that . we have had this season,
and one that will be long remem-
bered by those taking a part in the
game. The regular team had the
Miss Hazel Schopperd, of Crofton, best men that they could pick out of
Victim of Poisonous Reptile.- their players, and the merchants
had any-thing that they could getShe May Recover,
to play.
On the wind up the score stood 19
to 6 in favor of the Gracey and Cadiz
combination. But thia was not fair,
While assisting her brother in as the umpire of the game give
doing some feeding. Miss Hazel them 13 scores that they were not
Schopperd, daughter of J. W. entitled to, and on the other hand
Schopperd, a farmer residing near would not let the Gracey merchants
Crofton, was bitten on the left hand team have 15 scores that they were
by a snake. It was dark and she entitled to, so you see the merchants
could not see the snake, but it is team it really the winner of the
thought it was either a rattleshake game.
or a copperhead, as there are both
species in the vicinity of Crofton Lander Meac
ham was in the box
f
this summer. She had picked up a er
 the merchants' team and John
bundle of hay, when the snake, 
Tnurmond was in the box for the
which was concealed in it stuck his Gracey a
nd Cadiz team, and as usu-
fangs in her hand. The hand and al 
John could not do much, and he
arm are both much swollen, but 
kinder flew the handle and wanted
Miss Schopperd was resting easier to 
quit. But another pitcher was
today, with chances of recovery, pu
t up and this made a little change
She is 16 years of age. in 
the game. Walter Cox played
first base, and Will Hammond sec-
oud, 'randy Wadlington third and
WANTED-I Want to rent a 5 or 6 Will Faulkner caught at the balls as
'room cottage not over 3 Liii* ,A0111 they passed behind the bat. Garnett.
city on a ffor20.4A ill' rent a ,einall jioach, played center Iteld and
farm'. Addregietrn . care °New caugpt the halls in his hat.
Era.' elol. Wilson is a dandy catcher;
Early Fail
Necessities
New Fall Goods are arriving daily.
The very latest fashion in Ladies Suits,
$10.00 to $35.00.
Separate Skirts, $4.00 to $20.00.
Ready-to-Wear Hats, $2.50 to $10.00.
Kuppenheimer's famous clothes for Men
$12.50 to $30.00.
Odd Pants of splendid style and high
quality at $3.50 to $8.50.
Imperial and Stetson's Hats for men at
$3.00 and $3.50.
Uress Goods and Silks from the good at
mod rate prices up to the finest.
Rugs of beautiful new designs at 10.00
to 30.00
Trunks at $2 to $25. and Traveling Bags
and Suit Cases at 1.50 for the cheap kind up
to the finest pig and alligator skin at 17.50
V) 25.00
J. H. Anderson &Co.
owe owe mole ot. oata awaiaaamie, oata iv% are owira eatk tat *to meta ata starl at'n
I
he sought to catch the ball in thel
mouth. Tandy Wadlington attemp-
ted to catch the ball after it passed 1
him. Will Hammond said, "I bedog, 
Hardwick
Will sell Pianos, Organs and Sewing Machines at Factory Prices.
'
I didn't know it was coining my Hardwick
way." Lee Hill made a home run.
And Lastind Six Days and Nidhts.
Has the most complete stock of Drugs in the city. RegisteredWe will play them again soon but
one thing is certain. Parrish Meach- 
Pharmacists in charge of Prescription Department.
am will have to umpire the game for Hirdwick
us as everybody knows 'he will give Does expert Jewelry Repairiag and Fine Watch and Clock Work.
us all we claim, and that will be I And has the greatest assortment of Art Novelties, Jewelry, Cu
enough to beat the best team in Glass. Watches, Clocks, Diamonds and Precious Stones. Sterling
and Silver Plated Hollow and Flat Ware.Kentucky.
R. C. Hardwick, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Salt rising bread at Raubold's
4 *
4 *
4 BIG F LL FESTIVAL 1-1-44 *
4 and Carnival is to be Given in Hopkinsville *
4 
Under the Auspices of the Eadles
l'
4 *
4 Bedinnind September 23rd 1°
4 I'
,r
*
*
*
1-
*
*
*
4i Great FREE ATTRACTIONS
-0-4 of the Latest Up-to-Date Character or Assured. I.4-  
 
*4 1.
4 Another Interesting Feature is an Industrial Parade *-s-
4
*4 To represent the industries of our city Liberal prizes are to be awarded for the 1.
3  
best decorated wagon of home products. also for the best t
decorated carriage with lady driver. *
 
st
' 
3 Full Announcement To Be Made Later On
,
* • e 1 t tatat"4.1* **1. atmtl"tAtt si. atiswerrtrn **in *tat. w4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
The ROBINSON AMUSEMENT COMPANY
Has Been Endaded and ten Bid Shows
and a Number of
,
•7.
• - ,
•
' • ..•
. 4
•
•
• • 41.
•
••r-
•
4
• er.A.•.e"
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If Mr. Wright, he of Dayton, in-
f. .. 8111iICKY NOW dd. 1 ventor of an airship is right, some ofus may be atle to fly before we can
afford automobiles, remarks tile In-
dianapolis Star. He says: With a
proper soaring machine, which can
be made for less than $500, I believe
a man could hover over a ship all
day like a gull without any fatigue,
provided the wind was right.„ He
adds that after once flying there is
no inclination to turn to anything
else.;Will Mr. Wright please hurry
up those $500 machines.
—PUBLISHED B —
A. W. WOOD, Proprietor.
NEW ERA BLD'G, 16 INNEN 7TH, ST.
$1.00 A YEAR.
Received at the Postoffice in Hop-
kinsville as Second-Class Matter.
,
: Subscription Rates.
i Daily per year  $5.00
three months 
per week  
1.26
.10'•1 
"
1 l
Weekly per year  1.00
" per six months  .so
FRIDAY, SEPT 6,1907
Advertising Rates.
Transient advertising must be paid
for in advance.
Charges for yeariy advertisements
will be collected quarterly.
All advertisements inserted with-
out specified time will be charged
for until ordered out.
Announcements for Marriages and
Deaths, not exceeding five lines, and
notices of preaching published gratis.
Obituary Notices. Resolutions of
Respect, and other similar notices,
five cents per line.
Court Directory.
CistuniT COURT—First Monday in
June and fourth Monday; in Febru-
ary and September.
QUARTERLY COURT—Second Mon-
days in January, April, July and
October.
FISCAL COuRT—First Tuesday in
April and October.
COUNTY COURT—First Monday in
every month.
•01/4814•
DEMOCRATIC TICKEl.
For U. S. Senator—J. C. W. Beck-
ham.]
For Governor—S. W. Hager.
• For Attorney doneral—John .1(
Hendrick.
For State Superintendent of
Schools—M. 0. Winfrey.
For Commissioner of Agriculture
—J. W. Newman.
For Lieutenant Governor—South
Trimble.
For Auditor—H. M. Bosworth.
For Secretary of State—Hubert
Vreeland.
For Treasurer—RUby Laffoon.
• For Clerk of Court of Appeals—
John B. Chenaulf
CITY TICKET.
First Ward—E. H. Higgins.
Second Ward—John B. Galbreath
Third Ward—M. H. Carroll
The world Is going to break all
records in gold mining this year, and
there's no yellow journalism in that
prediction.
,
,. The Kind You Have, 
..,,
e 0  kways Bought.,.
,..:.,7
(Copyright, 1907, by Arriencan Pre ms ittiociation.] . cZ-•"'
The, fourteenth chapter ends with the Bears the
record of f :sue who insisted on going
- _
,-,--
4. a
- -
,Ip to take the land when they found The South Kentucky
c. o gthat their unbe:ief was to cost them ,.._,,..0  Signature Buildin St Loanforty year; in the wilderness, so they :Ix
The Chicagoan who gave his wife went In their presumption and were :. 
Association
_
> half his property on condition that slain. 
t - 
of (Incorporated)
she treat him *affectionately has The fifteenth chapter also tells of 
the-
for Your Savings.
... Offers You the Best Investments
presumptuous sin of one who dared to 1113learned that the way to rule a wo- ivte
man is to give her what she wants. 
hreak the Sabbath by gathering sticks, 1. a -
:4) Because it invests its fundsand it is plainly stated that disobedi-
; 'il solely i
n first mort
ence is presumption and despising the .0rA Ra* of OlillkS4MCEPITCHAR 
word of the Lord (xv, 30, 31). This 
gages on the homes of the peo-
ple1  in this city, and thus avoids
last sin red to the fringes In the bor- .-.:4 
, 
Dolph?, Ste d -
all of the risks attendant upon
RochrlAlx-reil11/ e Stia 114 . - In commercial banking.ders of their garments with a ribbon  C)'' Aria Sad •
all of its loans areof blue, that they might look upon it o 7. lin "7111 radocaltin I -Soda • Because
and be holy 'Alto the Lord who had Man Sad - payable in small
ifhaVralTiffrosit 
U s e as soon as the loan is made,brought them out of Egypt (xv, 37-41). :--;' -.Ai Clordird &ger . monthly payments, beginning
If the gifted persons who write 
Chapter xvi is full of the rebellion .:::.' 0 . , .
of Korah and his companions against and thus reducing the loan and
those wonderful detective stories 
,.,,,.. ". A Aperfect Remedy for C increasing our relative security
2.1oses, their punishment, the sympathy 
atistipa-
come benefactors to their fellow plague from the Lord that took away
would win lasting renown and be- of the people with the guilty and the
5 7 < tion ,Sour Stotuach,Diarrtion For Over all the time.Call and let us explain the plansWorms,Convulsionsleverish- of the Association.
little real detecting. T h e r e are xvil is God's miraculous testimony to 1;:e116.. 
nessandLoss OF SEEM
beings, let them go out and do a so many thousands of them. Chapter 4/14
, ,• •
large whom the regularly ordained 
to bud and blossom and bear almonds
Aaron by causing his rod .L.c.. c., ThLG.< ts Fac e4(7t2____‘4444Simile Signature of i H. C. Gant, - Pres.plenty of desperate criminals at His choice of rty Years J. E. McPherson, Sec.
In one night, while the other eleven Zoe:- NEW YORK.
sleuths are unable to capture. rods remained only dry sticks. Chapter • ...V. ,..
MEACHAM CONSTRUCTION CO.
Incorporated. . 
the tribe of Levi, their special separa-
tion unto the Lord and that the Lord 
.:' .1 35
tt.f!v..; 1 . At 6-months old
Fo CASTORIA 
. ..,..c „..
xvill establishes the pre-eminence of
, 
co
gineers. Concrete foundations
General Contractors and Civil En
ably typical story of the red heifer or
Himself was specially their portion
(verse 20). Chapter xix is the remark- 
'!, • . sowiwiesommollimio
nsm
Exact Copy Wrapper.
rantee . un. • r
Dos
• 
:fl.. 3 5 CF. NT S
ME CENTAUR COMPANY, NEW YORE 
env.W4LsirNWoodi.".)'417:tle171 1MdiL'ood, Jr
farm surveying. Second hand iron
fences, curbing and pavement !Nick Chapter xx begins 
with 
provision for cleansing by the way.
of engineering, including city and 
the death of 
 Wood & WoodCompare Il.eb. lx, 13; I John I, 7.floors and pavements. All cluases
for sale. R. E. Cooper, Pleat.; G. Miriam and ends with the death of 
/
man Y. Meacham, V. P & Gen Moses' sin, which cut him off from lead-
H. Champlin. Secy A Trea,:.; Rod- Aaron and cortains the record of 1 Real Estate t
Mgr.; Gus Moore, Jr., lo3al engi- ing Israel into the promised land. He 1- 4041000010".11100•0•0•40 /110•••••••••••• 
C
neer. 311 S. Main St., Honicins vale,
Kentucky. 
believed not God, gave way to self and v) 1 Agents i
.  
smote the rock instead of speaking to It. :
In today's lesson we have first a sig- 
• C
t
lb
nal victory of Israel over their ene-
mies and then another outbreak against JUST61God, followed by a chastening and de- 0 • Cumb Phones, 74 and 14-2
liverance. That God should ever hear 0
The following farms lying in Chris- e or do anything for such a rebellious .
tian county, Ky.: people is written for our encourage- 0 • Condensed Statement
1,400 pounds of tobacco and 25 bu. lquities t
estify against us, do Thou it lg.,.
Jere- RECEIVED •.
• 
of thein Christian county. An average of miah's plea, "0 Lord, though our in-
1 One of the best producing farms ment and that we may adept  AkW
for Thy rome's sake" (Jer. xiv, 7). He toj a
last year. Lies 3i miles from Hop- ness against sin or for 
will specially bless all whole hearted- g,
Him, and this 9 
411It V% NH 1111k MOP 01/i1111k 0/1001111
/0 V 
0 First Nationalwheat per acre made on this farm
kinsville on pike. Contains 011'3 seems to be the snecial point in the e
acres. Cheap at the price, firstthree verses of our lesson. In II OPIeq. leis else eltIls 
0
comment upon it, and another good die
promise in connection r-ith It in II
w
4, *Ilslls 
•
•
1111 BankCor. vi, 14. to Nil. 1, there is a good 0
Chron. xvi, 9. As In the days of Israel, 
O 
0 Hopkinsville, Ky
so in our days. He is seeking those 0 0
who are willing to be wholly set apart 0 * June 29th, 1907.
for Himself, who will cheerfully be 09
r1iWO CARS of Plastering Cement 2His portion and let Him be peculiarly tif
• 
ASSETS.
their portion (Ex. xix, 4-6; Ps. iv, 3; * and if you intend doing anything • Loans and Discounts 
Tit. it 14, R. V.; Ps. cxxxv, 4; lxxiii, 0 
$253125:000367..0009
w in the Plastering line •we are in a 
• U. S. Bonds 
26; Lam. Ili, 24). Through such and on Ak
behalf of such He will specially reveal dik W 
0 Other Stocks and Bonds .. 15,760.00
Himself. 0 Banking
 House, )urniture
The last part of our lesson is a sad 0 position to furnish you the material • and Fixtures........ . 22,166.00
record, and yet their sin and God's ID
manner of deliverance is one of the upon most liberial terms. 
• 
Cash, Cash Items and Ex-
change  
95,718.38
0
• 
most suggestive lessons in the Bible ) 0
concerning God's way of redemption • 6 
;511,990,47
specially dwelt upon and used concern-
for the sinner, a type that our Lord :
ing Himself in John Hi, 14, 15. We 0 
0 LIABILITIES
• Capital Stock $ 75,000.00
We Have Also Recently Finished • Surplus   .. 25,000.00
know that Aaron died in the fortieth 6 • Tax Account  1,609.25
year after their coming out of Egypt 0 Unloading a Car of Lath Circulation   75,000.00(chapter X7:Xlii, 38), and if this event u 0 Deposits   326.960.38
was in that year, as it would seem to A
• 
Due Banks.  5,421 61
be, we see Israel rebellious to the last x
and now have an abundant supply on 0 Dividends Unpaid includ-and the rising generation inheriting the I wi. ing 4 per cent this day. 3,009.23
sin of their fathers. "Discouraged be W •
cause of the way" and 'spealaine I 0 hand. Orders may be left at our down • $511,990.47
against God and against Moses (verse; 0 • THOS. W. ,LONG, Cashier
4, 5), so they began and so they con- • town officc. • I 
tinned (Ex. xvi and xvii; Nun' xi. 4-61. 0 •
and so we continue in spite of all the Aw ft I,. o...vom ILtriro.IL,IMS.Sor IL, Irt4J1
1-
lessons, saying, "What shall we eat or Assir C a
what shall we drink, or wherewithal AL It Will Pay You to Interview Us. • E. . Gray V. L. Gates
shall we be clothed?" (Matt. vi, 31) W•• i
acting as if we had no Father in heav- 0 •
en and therefore making self our cen- •
tar instead of God. The same patient • 
•
""•--.-- a 1(-",-* :  ;
chastening us and ever seeking to win 0
Lord hears with the same sins in us, e The Hopkinsville ••e i ....... _us wholly to Himself. 0
The fiery serpents causing death'cala- isIp
0
0 
GrayliGates  i
not but suggest that old serpent, the as
w •
C 
,
"By one man sin entered the world and
death by sin" (Rom. " v, 12). When a
e LOmber. Company •0 i 7.devil. through whom came th1e sin that • igh 
a.,•....0"- 1/4:, f...) --••..4:1
C
has bitten us all (Gen. ill 1; Rev. x11.9). 0 W
there Is a consciousness and confession 0 
e 
0 
i 
Proprietors
of sta, as in verse 7 of our lesson, then 0
our she; He is faithful and just to for- 4111
there is forgiveness, for "if we confess d 17th and Canton Sts., Hopkinsville, Ky 
41 t
• ,5 Eclipse 1
give us our sins and to cleanse us from 000000000000000•70•6S0•••••••04 C LIVERY, FEED and BOARDING
all unrighteousness" (I John 1, 9). The
likeness of that which caused their
death set upon a pole suggests the 
...-- -. Stable.
John III, 14.fully with
I think the verse that covers It most
In- 
connectionHopkinsville, - Kentnc
ky 1death of that which caused their death. ,
Him to be sin for us who knew no
15. k II Con v, 21, "God With made WAN T ED Horses Bought and Sold.East Ninth Street t
sin, that we might be made the right- A P
hones, Cumh.146, Home 1107
II
eonsness of God in Him."
The fact in Israel's case was that if
any bitten one, however near death,
saw the brazen serpent he was at once
well. There was truly "life for a
look." It is just so with us and with
Him who was made sin for us. When
we are convinced that we are s'nners
and hopelessly lost and see •Zesus as
having died in our stead: bearing our
sins in Hia own body, and the lic::rt o:' ,
"Savages in silk and satins some-
times sit in church seats on the Sab-
beth," says the Rev. Dr. C. P. Good-
son. But if the effort is to convert
the heathen, why object?
FOR SALE.
Fourth War -Lucien H. Davis. 2 180 acres of unimproved land
Sixth Ward—Gee. E. Randle. adjoining the &Wive described 233
Seventh Ward—E. H. Armstrong. acre tract. This land is well fenced
 and water accessible.
When Secretary Taft returns ft om 3 400 acre, well improvel and in
his around the world trip he will be high state of cultivation, within 15
the greatest earth girdler n Amen- minute drive of Hopkinsville on
can public life, although his present good pike. Ideal home.
girdle record is no mean one. 4 277 7-10 acres, well improved,
A Mr. Crabtree is to be electe
Mayor of Chattanooga. That is bet-
ter than a plum tree for the same
place.
Now that lumber is selling at a
lower rate, the price of the breakfast
foods ought to fall.
The prosp,,r•ty of Geninany is said
to be "amazing." Thel,kaiser is a
great business manager, besides
being a musician, an artist and a
poet..
STRONG
Aga
is what Mr cy
Stovall, of Til
said after • ta ing
Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure. Hundreds
of other weak
women are
being re-
stored to perfec.
health by this rem
edy. YOU may be
we': if you will take
it
Indigestion causes
nes.rly all the sick-
ness that won."e
deprives the system of nourish-
ment and the delicate organs peculiar to
women suffer — weaken., and become
diseased.
Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure
stables the stomach and digestive organs
to digest arid assimilate all of the whole-
some food that may be eaten. It nourishes
the body, and rebuilds the weak o:gans,
restoring health and strength. Kodol cures
indigestion, constipation. dyspepsia, sour
isings, belching, heartburn and all stomas*
disorders.
Digests What You Eat
rik.o.bettie bolds
I ease U.S !wadi as tt•
w 10 e•si MM.
trepezet es As Lab-
ft .O.D•Will
, 4 Os• .144/ 
For sale by R.. C. Hardwick.
-0, • S 
- ' -
• ;#: • .
new buildings, stables, etc., lying
about 5,14 miles from Hopkinsville.
A complete farm and highly produc-
tive. Apply to
WOOD & WOOD,
Real Estate Agents.
Hopper Block.
Er 
Tria COUCH
-7; ‘,..r%..r RE TH LINOS
nficaa;talLimu
9
W:111
New 
c 
Discuiery ONSUMPTION Price
Fon 0:1013S and 50c & $1.00
OLDS ,..... IT:"Cia Trial.
k •
Guaranteed for al
LUNG TROUB
BACX.
THROAT and
'S, or TEONET
tarst=1111111/11111111/ra
FOR THE
PAINLESS
EXTRACTION OF
TEETH
AND
FIRST
CLASS DENTAL
WORK
GO TO THE
Louisville
Denial
Parlors
4.
Vitalized Air
Administered
When Desired
Louisville Dental
Parlors
Next to Court House,
I lopkinsville, Ky.
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL,
Lesson X.—Third Quarter, For
Sept. 8. 19G7.
THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
Text of the Lesson, Num. xxi, 1-9.
Memory ''erse, 9—Golden Text, John
14, 15—Commentary Prepared by
.flev. D. M. Stearns.
900 DROPS ASTOR!For Infants and Children.
Feel
Bad
Can't think? Got
head or back ache?
Pains all over your
body? Try—
HICKS'
SFPT 6
0 TrialBottle
IT'S LIQUID 10 Cts
EFFECTS IMMEDIATELY
REMOVES THE CAUSE,
Relieves Indigestion. Pains also.
Regular size 25c & 50c at druggist&
the guilty. one says. -For me: this He
did for me: I do recelve IIli its
Saviobr," then there Is life, eternal life,
the forgiveness of sins, the free gift of
God to the peultent sinner, as tie re-
sult of Cheiet's fluisiled work (J:t1
12; vi, 37, 47; Eoh. 1, G. 7; 11, 13). .
To Sell You the Best Cistern Pump on the Market.
We also carry a full line of Sheet Metal Buildh s• Material.
Roofing,
ALCOHOL 3 PER CENT.
AVege table Preparation rorAs-
s imila ing the Food and Regula-
ting the Stomachs andBowels of
INFANT AIIILDREN
Promotes Digestion.Cheerrul-
ness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium .Morphine nor Mineral.
NOT NARCOTIC.
GET OUR PRICES ON
Guttering, Roof Painting and General Re-
pairingi All Work Guaranteed.
E. Y. Johnson
Cumb Phone, Shop 270 Claude P. Johnson,
Home 779 Manager.
Ninth St„ rear First Nat. Bank.
irIMILSIMILS.111?4.rfro4Lvir).-11L.virw41.
J. WILL SMITH
DENTIST.
Office over Cooner's Grocer.
Gas administered when desired
••••
Hunter Wood & Son
Attorneys-at-Law.
Hopkinsville, Kentuck y
.1
-
5.
e
_
•••
k
5.
5.
Free from
Alcohol
Fall Term I
Begins
Sept. 3
MCltiiiip v tLtI 11101y
College of Chicago, Ill., k
has locate in Hopkinsville, for k
the practice of Veterinary Sur-
gery and Dentistry.
leff'Office at Layne's Stable. siguatur,
1,7r-710-1VP710-in- 1/1`71Cale
ANOTHER BIG DER
Made by Martin Safety Buggy & Wag-
on Co. Ircorporated.
Tip-) Mart in Safety Buggy & Wag-
on Co. has closed a deal with the
Planters' Hardware Co. for 100 Mar-
tin Safety buggies, immediate ship-
ment,and as many more surries and
phaetons to follow, making a sale of
perhaps 500 "Martin Safeties" for
the year I.
These vehicles will be made by
the Single Center, Buggy Co., of
Evansville Ind. W. M. Copeland,
of both conapanie.s' is herd today ;as-
sisting Mr. Harned, manager of the
Planters' Hardware Co. in making
selections of styles for this purchase.
This is the biggest buggy deal ever
made in Hopkinsville which includes
Trigg, Christian and Todd counties,
in the Planter's Hardware Co. terri-
ritory.
All the up-to-date dealers now
conceed the Martin safety buggies
phaetons and snrries far superior to
the old styles and will soon displace
them entirely. The Planters'
Hardware Co. has made a hit in BC-
'curing control of the Martin Safeties
in the Hopkins ville territory.
The Martin Buggy Co. will close
out the twentyfive buggies remain-
ing unsold from the first 100 buggies
!made and will sell them with the
special stock proposition, giving one
buggy free with each $100 stock in
the company. This plan has given
the buggy much notoriety and has
proven a great success. The com-
pany is closing similar contracts
every day and only deals with one
firm in a, town.
A representative from a Texas
firm is expected here this week to
close a deal for the entire state of
Texas. The company expects to
manufacture and sell 50,000 vehicles
in 1908.
Stomach troubles, heart and kid-
ney ailments can be quickly correct-
ed by a prescription known to drug-
gists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Re-
storative. The prompt and surpris-
ing relief which this remedy imme-
diately brings is entirely due to the
restorative.piction upon the control-
ling nerveef the stomach, etc.
A weak stomach, causing dyspep-
sia, a weak heart with palpitation or
intermittent pulse. always means
weak stomach nerves or weak heart
nerves. Strengthen these inside or
controlling nerves with Dr. Shoop's
Restorative and see how quietly
these ailments disappear. Dr.
Shoop of Racine, Wis., will mail
samples free, write for them.. A test
will tell. Your health is worth this
simple trial. Sold by Anderson &
Fowler Drug Co. (Incorporated.)
Will Marry. •
PIN. J. Oglesby and Mrs.Frances B.
Putty, of the Johnson postale°
neighborhood, have secured a mar-
riage license and the ceremony will
be pronounced Tuesday afternoon at
the home of the bride. Magistrate
A. J. Estes will officiate.
DeWitt's Carbolized Witch Hazel
Salve is good for boils, burns, cuts,
scalds and skin diseases. It is es-
pecially good for piles. Sold by R.
C. Hardwick. •
•••••-411•••-----•
DISEASE OF HOGS
Many Pokers Lost By Farmers Liv-
ing On Newstead Pike
11 A mysterious disease has broken
out among the hogs of farmers liv-
ing along the Newstead pike. Al-
ready R. K McRae arr.! W. A. Glass
have lost heavily, the former having
lost ten fine porkers while the latter
was robbed of nine. This disease
only appeared about a week ago and
the hogs which are stricken only
sick for a short time. There are
four distinct sypmtoms. About the
first is a loss of appetite and lassitude.
With some the bowels are very
much constipated while in others
the exact opposite is the case and a
severe diarrhoea develops. The
fourth symptom, and one which at-
tacks only a portion of the affected
hogs,is an almost constant discharge
.olb. CO 71. I A.
01211 the3 The Kind You Hate Always Bought
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'
Since May, 1906, Ayer's Sar-
saparilla has been entirely free
from alcohol. If you are in
poor health, weak, pale, nerv-
ous, ask your doctor about tak-
ing this non-alcoholic tonic and
alterative. If he has a better
medicine, take his. Get the best
always. This is our advice.
ow,mmeee
4 We publish our formulasyersl We banish alcoholfrom our medicinesWe urge you toconsult yourdoctor
somissa.
A sluggish liver means a coated tongue,
a bad breath, and constipated bowels.
The question is, "What is the best thing
to do under such circumstances?" Ask
your doctor if this is not a good answer:
"Tal,e laxative doses of Ayer's Pills."
Yee e he the J. C. Ayer Co., Lowell,
Good to Eat
That's why everyone likes
Jell--0
THE DAINTY DESSERT
(Approved by Pure Food Commissioners.)
Easily Prepared.—Simply add
boiling water and let cool.
Flavors: Lemon, Orange, Raspberry,
Strawberry, Chocolate, Cherry, Peach.
10c. per package, enough for large
family, at all grocers.
Illustrated
Recipe Book
free.
Highest award at
all Expositions.
The Gerszsee Pure Food Co.. LeRoy. N.Y.
Visit our booth at J amestownExposition
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
Cleanses and besot:fie* toe hair.
Promotes s luxuriant growth. """-,
Never Fails to Restore Gray
"lair to its Youthful Color.
Cures scalp diseases & hair falling.
60c, and LOO st
.6-wese 
I We will begin our Fall TermSept. 3rd,". and those who arecontemplating taking a coursein Book-keeping, Shorthand,Telegraphy, it Typewriting orPenmanship should enter onsaid date in order to be classi-
fied.
same date.
Call or address
Our night school will open on
Fox's Business
§ 
College
or Hampton Foq, Manager.
I
Telephone 272
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
"Vied& -19ReTar,"
Art Department
South
Kentucky College
Art and also Mechanical Draw-
inp. To accommodate Public
School pupils, hours 1 to 6 p. m.
Louise Nourse,
Teacher
Sert FREE,
to houeeKeepere
Liebig COMPANY'S
Extract of Beef
CooK BooK
telling how to prepare delicate from the kidneys, this discharge
and delicious dishes. being so heavily impregnated with
Addreas LEIBIG CO.. P 0, Box278 blood as to appear almost entirely
New York of that fluid. As yet no efficacious
remedy has been found to meet the
disease and the farmers are very
re-ar.--or.71"-VT-11"PlIr'711'
much perturbed over its appearance.Drifl Everything possible is being done1)1 h_ to coqine it to the farms where it
F has already broken out.
—of the— I DeWitt's 'Little Early Risers are• • ii • good for any one who needs a pill.
They are small, safe, sure, little
pills that do not gripe or sicken.Sold
by R. C. Hardwick.
1.44"
•
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From Day to Da_ V MARKET INAS QUIETInkerman Bailey, jr., of Madison-
ville, well known in this city, where
he attended South Kentucky college
several years, has gone on the stage.
He is a member of one of David
Berlasco's companies, "Sweet Kitty
Bellaire." Mr. Bailey. after leaving
school, went to New York as a
Journalist and cartoonist.
The repairs on the Methodist
church at Columbia, Ky., are near-
ing completion and everything is be- i
ing put in order for the annual meet-
ing of the Louisville conference of
Tthe M. E. church South, which wia he past week on the local tobacco
convene Sept. 25, with Bishop H. C. market was rather quiet, owing to
tMorrison presiding. Every home in he low ebb which has been reached
Columbia will be thrown wide open by the stocks on sale but even under
to the visiting ministers and guests. this condition, the offerings which 
were made were readily sold. On
E. E. Stegar and family, of the the gene,r1 market no report was
Fairview vicinity, will remove to made as the inspector's montly re-
Hopkinsville to reside early in the port will be made the first of next A'
autumn. week and will include the figures for
the past week. F.1.71
This report will probably show a et
William Jennings Bryan, twice , good month's business, but at the
the Democratic nominee for Presi- same time will also show that the 4Sdent,will make six speeches in Ken
-lend of the season with them is prac-
tucky in advocacy of the election of •••
END OF THE SEASON AT HAND
IN GENERAL TRADE,
Association Sells 108 Hogsheads at
Good Prices.—Getting Ready
For a Big Sale.
the Democratic state ticket. Mr.
Bryan will reach Kentucky on a
special train October 6, and will also
speak the following day, making
three speeches each day. The points
at which he will speak have not
been selected.
Mr. and Mrs. R. K. Goodwin, of
Cerulean Springs, announce the en-
gagement of their daughter, Miss
Irma Grace Goodwin, to Mr. N. B.
Morris, of Fulton, Ky. The mar-
riage will be solemnized in Novem-
ber.  Miss Goodwin is a grautiate of
Bethel Female College.
To check a cold quickly, get from
your druggist some little candy cold
tablets called Preventics. Druggists
every where are now dispensing Pre-
venties, for tney are mit only safe,
but decidedly certain and prompt.
Preventics contain no quinine, no
laxative, nothing harsh and sicken-
ing. Taken at the sneeze stage Pre-
ventics will prevent pneumonia,
bronchitis. lagrippe, etc. Hence the
name, Preventics. Good for fever-
ish children. 48 Preventics 25e. Trial
boxes Sc. Sold by Anderson & Fow-
ler Drug Co. (Incorporated.)
W. A. Russell has ben appointed
general passenger agent of the L. &
N. railroad, with headquarters at
Louisville. Mr. Russell, before his
promotion, was assistant general
passenger agent and succeeds Chas.
I,. Stone, who recently became pas-
senger traffic manager of the Mis-
souri Pacific at St. Louis.
The Touch That Heals
is the touch of Bucklen's Arnica
salve. It's the happiest combination
of Arnica flowers and hearling
balsams ever compounded. No mat-
ter how old the sore or ulcer is, this
salve will cure it. For burns, scalds,
cuts, wounds or piles, it's an abso-
lute cure. Guaranteed by Cook &
Higgins and Cook's Pharmacy. 25c.
Jim. Williamson and 'Will Collins
have formed a partnership and wil
do a general electrical contracting
business under the firm name of
Williamson & uollins. They have
opened an office on Virginia street
betweet Eighth and Ninth. e Are the Mammoth Hardware
tically at hand and that what sales
are made from now until the new
crop begins to move will be merely
desultory trading.
The Planters' Protective associa-
tion report the sale of 108 hogsheads F.E%
for the week at prices which ruled ik
strong at previous quotations. The ..11.1
local salesman for the association
and his assistants have been busy •
this week getting up everything and t
in shape for the purpose of holding a
big sale for the purpose of winding
up this season's business. This is
expected to take place in the near
future and after that time the activ-
ity will be ti thing of the past until
receipts of the new crop begin to
come in.
There are some reports of scatter-
ing crops being cut in some sections,
but these are not general and are not
expected to become so before the
middle of September. Everywhere
the tobacco promises to be the best
crop that has been raised in years,
though on account of difference in
seasons when it was planted the
plants in many places are very ir-
regular in height, and will ripen ac-
cordingly and will thus prolong the
cutting and housing season. Worms
are reported as being plentiful in
sections, but the free use of pans
green has so far proved adequate
to keeping them under control.
Are Your Investments
4‘
4% Netting You Five
4' Per Cent?
Pain anywhere, pain in the head,
painful periods, neuralgia, toothache
all pains can be promptly stopped by
a thoroughly safe little pink candy
tablet know to druggists everywhere
as Dr. Shoop's headache tablets.
Pain simply means congestion—un-
due blood pressure at the point
where pain exists. Dr. Shoop's
headache tablets quickly equalizes
this unnatural blood pressure and
pain immediately departs. Write
Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis., and get a
free trial package.- Large box 25c.
Sold by Anderson & Fowler Drug
Co. (Incorporated.)
If not, we can invest your money SAFELY
at this rate or better. Call and see us about it
Perfect Security.
Think for a moment what it would mean to
you to have all your valuable papers, such as
deeds, contracts, wills, stock certificates,
letters, etc., log, burned or stolen:
Why take the risk when you can put them
away so SAFELY in one of our Safety De-
posit Boxes?
We pay interest on all time deposits and
perform duties in all Fiduciary Capacities.
•
• E** s:
• • • • • • •
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Planters Bank& :
Trust Co. :
(Incorporated)
aa:BeEee
South lientucliv College
Best faculty in the school's history. The literary work is divided under
six heads; Ancient and Modern Languages, English and History. Math-
ematics, Science, Bible and Philosophy, Preparatory. For each divisionthere is a specially prepared teacher. College courses are so arranged
that preparation for professional schools and universities is a prominentfeature. Superior advantages in MusicVoice Cultdre and Art. Special
care and supervision given to young pupils. OPENS SEPT. 10th. Forillustrated catalogue and other college literature address
A. C. Kuykendall, or H. Clay Smith,
Principal Male Dept. Principal Female Dept.
1-10PKINSVILLE, - KENTUCKY.
Illinois Central Railroad
TIME CARD.
Effective May 26th, 1907
NORTH BOUND.
332 Paducah-Cairo, and Evansville, Accom., leave 6:00 a. m.
206 Evansville and Louisville Express... ... .11 :20 a. m.
26 Chicago-Nashville Limited, 
 8:16 p. m
souTH BOUND.
25,"Naahville-Chicago, Limited 6.35 a. m.
" 205, Evansville and Louisville Express, arrives.. . 6:26 p.
321 Evansville-Nashville Mail, 3-50 p. m.
Nashville-Chicago Limited carries free reclining cnair cars and buffet
•sleeper. All trains run daily. Train 25 and 26 make local stops between
Nashville and Princeton. J.B. MALLON, Agt
NO
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Trial catarrh treatments are being
mailed out free, on request by Dr.;
Shoop, Racine, Wis. These tests,
are proving to the people without a
penny's cost, the great value of this
scientific prescription known to
druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
eattarrh remedy. Sold by Ander-
son & Fowler Drug Co. (Incorpora-
ted.)
An Ounce of Prevention
Is wortn a pound of cure. There are
many poor sufferers, Consumptives
who are hopeless of getting well—
who, f they had taken care of them-
selves, would now be well. A cough
is the foundation of consumption.
1-tallard's Horehound Syrup will cure
that cough. Mrs. S Great Falls,
Montana, writes: "I have used
Ballard's Horehound Syrup in my
family for years—my children never
suffer with coughs." Sold by L. A.
Johnson & Co.
Occasional headache, belching,
bad taste, in the mouth, like of ap-
petite and slight nervousness are
symptoms of indigestions which,
when allowed to go uncared for, will
develope into a case of dyspepsia
that will take a long time to get rid
of. Don't neglect your stomach. At
the first indication of trouble take ;
something that will help it along in
it work of digesting the food you eat.
Kodol for Indigestion and Dyspep-
sia will do this. Kodol will make
your food do you good and will en-
able you to enjoy what you eat. Sold
by R. C. Hardwick.
Pleassnt Event.
Mrs. Ed Lytle delightfully enter-
tained at dinner last Thursday in
honor of her grandmother, Mrs.
Jane Howard, of Utica and niece,
Miss Sarah West, of Hopkinsville.—
Owensboro Inquirer.
Been the
likigastnro
of
The Kind You Hare Always Bought
1.44e
and Implement House
of Western Kentucky, covering more than fifty -four
thousand square feet of floor space. We are young but
have more than trebled our business only on our 5th year
It Will Pay You to Visit
Us Before Purchasing
Anything In Our Line
We buy in car lots and take advantage of the discounts
and will give you the benefit of our business methods.
Call and let us ihow you through and be convinced of
our ability to serve you.
Planters Hardware Company.
Incorporated
1:•
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BEAUTIFUL HORSES
ARE THE PRIDE OF COLE BROS.'
CIRCUS.
One Of the Features of the Big Show,
Which Is Appreciated By
Everybody.
Everywhere throughout the coun-
try, horses of the Great Cole Broth-
ers' Show have been commented on.
Horsemen have pronounced them
the finest collection of sound and
thoroughbred horses ever assembled.
Recently in conversation, the pro-
prietor of Cole Brothers' Show said:
"I pride myself on my horses and I
am sure they are the finest in this
or any other country. I will always
buy a good horse, for a good horse
is more difficult to get than ma,ny
suppose. In my estimation good
horses are always a part of a good
circus. Features, acts and perform-
ers can always be had more readily
than superb horses, sucllas I have.
I differ with those who say a horse
has no brain, but that all his intel-
lect is but instinct. The horse has
reasoning power and a memory and
I hold that this is the outcome of
brain. You can talk and reason with
a horse. Not one of the horses in
my stable knows what it is to be
struck with a whip, nor will I allow
a driver to swear at,a horse or shout
at him in an angryi tone. A horse
knows when he is being sworn at
and does not like it. Here is another
thing, a horse can tell a drunken
man from a sober man, and I would
just as soon see a rattlesnake in my
horse tent as employ a driver who
gets drunk."
This superb stable of horses will
be at Hopkinsville on next Satur-
day, September 6, when the great
Cole Brothers' Show will be here.
General Robert E. Lee
was the greatest general the world
has ever known. Ballard's Show
Liniment is the greatest liniment.
Quickly cures all pains. It is within
the reach of all. T. H. Painter,
Hemstead, Texas, writes: "This is
to certify that Ballard's Snow Lini-
ment has been used in my household
for years and has been found to be
fair grounds here, causing damage
estimated at $100,000. A live wire
was blown against the Knabenshue
airship and captive balloon, setting
fire to them and totally destroying
both. The big tent of the Inter-
naticnal Harvester company was
blown down and the exhibit ruined
by rain and fire.
Today's Louisville Herald has the
following:
"My outfit totally destroyed, can
you use smaller ship if I fly? Ans-
wer. Toledo."
Roy Knabenshue thus describes
tersely in a telegram to the state
KNABENSIIIIES AIR SHIP DESTROYED BY FIRE AT DES MOINES
ciT
A DARING NAVIGATOR OF JE AIR .AND HIS SHIP.
fair a loss to himself of more than
DES MOINES, Ia., Aug. 29.—A
wind storm struck the Iowa state 
$10,000 he was retained to fly in the
the lesser ship in the following mt s-
sage:
"Sorry to hear of loss of your pas-
senger-carrying airsnip, but must
admire your gameness. We certain-
ly want you, even though in a smal-
ler ship. Signed R. E. HUGHES,
Secretary."
And thus, though a violent storm
destroyed Mr. Knabenshue's bie
airship in Des Moines early yester-
day morning, he is still engaged to
appear at the state fair at Churchill
Downs from September 16 to 21,
with a captive balloon and ,an air-
ship of his own making.
The many Hopkinsville friends of At the last meeting of the board of
Ridley McLean, U. S. N., will be directors of the Union Tabereacle,
delighted to learn of his promotion Manager McPherson was authorized
to the rank of lieat5nant comman- to have the building painted. A
der. He is now fleet ordnance offi- hardwood floor will replace the old
cer °In the flag-ship Connecticut, and boards of the platform and the light-
ever thing pertaining to ordnance ing arrangement will be improved.
and gunnery of the entire Atlantic Manager McPherson has written
fleet homes under his direction. He hundreds of letters this summer and
Interviewed numerous lyceum repre-
sentatives with a view to securing
for the coming season the finest lec-
ture and entertainment course ever
will go with the battleship squadron
around to the Pacific coast. Mr.
McLean's home is in Elkton.
If It's a Reputation
You are after, White's Cream Ver-
mifuge has a world wide reputation
as the best of all worm destroyers,
and for its tonic influence an weak
and untrifty children. It improves
their digestion and assimilation of October.
their food, strengthens their nervous
system and restores them to health There are a great many people
an excellent liniment for rheumatic 
and vigor natural to a child. If you who have slight attacks of indiges-
pains." Sold by L. A. Johnson & 
want a healthy, happy child get a tion and dyspepsia nearly all the
Co. 
bottle of White's Cream Vermifuge. time. Their food may satisfy the ap-
Sold by L. A. Johnson. petite but it fails to nourish the body
simply because the stomach is not in
wy fit condition to do the work it is esup-
• 
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Somethind
NEW
The like was never known.
A chilled cone bearing self
oiling disc drill. Guarante=
ed for five years against
wear or breakage found only
on
THE NEW KENTUCKY
Has the only postive force
feed for any quantity.
SEE THIS DRILL AND GET
PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY.
dig We are agents for the cele-
brated Fish guano and Ox301
brand fertilizers.
)1F1 11. YOST CO.,
(Incorporated)
214-2165. 24r,g9T
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enjoyed in the city. He has been
successful beyond expectations and
the announcement shortly of the
talent engaged will be received with
pleasure. The course will begin in
posed to do: It can't digest the .00d
you eat. The stomach should be
given help. You ought to take some
thing that will do the work your sto-
mach can't do- Kodol for Digestion
and Dyspepsia, combination of na-
tural digestants and vegeti.ble acids,
digests the food itself and gives
strength and health to the stomach.
Pleasant to take. Sold by R. C.
Hardwick.
Tennessee Farm For Sale.
247 acre farm located one mile
from railroad town and 17 miles
from court square, Memphis. 170
acres open land, balance in woods,
2 tenant houses, corn crib, stable
and garden. Surrounded by good
farms and within drivimg distance
of Memphis which furnishes a fine
market for all farm products. Price
ar only $16 per acre, cash, balance
4111- 1-2-3 years. McMath & Johnston, 71441(
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn. wg
A Traveling Man's Experience
CC. "I must tell you my experience on
an east bond 0. R. & N. R. R. train
from Pendleton to Le Grade. Ore.,"
writes Sam A. Garber, a well known
traveling man. "I was in the smok-
ing department with several other
IC traveling men when one of them
went out into the coach and came
back and said, 'There is a woman
ar sick unto death in the car.' I at once
lir got up and went out, found her very
yr ill with cramp colic, her hands and
7.1,•••" arms were drawn up so you could
- not . straighten them, and with a
deathlike look on her face. Two or
vk. three ladies were working with her
Mr.. and giving her whisky. I went to
my suit case and got my bottle of A humane citizen of Richmond,
Chamberlain's Cholic, Cholera and Ind., Mr. U. D. Williams, 107 West,
Diarhoea Remedy, (I never travel Main St., says: "I appeal to all per-
without ran to water cooler, put sons with weak lungs to take Dr.
a double dose of the medicine in the King's New Discovery, the only
glass, poured some water into it and remedy that has helped me and fully
stirred it with a pencil; then I had comes up to the proprietor's recom-
quite a time to get the ladies to let mendation." It saves more lives
me give it to her, but I succeeded. I than all other throat and lung reme-
lt could at once see the effect and I dies put together. Used as a cough
worked with her, rubbing her hands and cold cure the world over. Cures
jsc and in twenty minutes I gave her asthmactronchitis, croup,whooping
pc" another dose. By this time we were cough, quinsy, hoarseness and
sit.. almos
t into be Grande where I was phthisic, stops hemorrhages of the
to leave the train. I gave the bottle lungs and builds them up. Guaran-
tathe husband to be used in case an- teed at Cook & Higgins and Cook's
ather dose should be needed, but by Pharmacy. 50c and $1. Trial bottle
the time the train ran into LeGrande free.
she was all right, and I received the
ig thanks of every passenger in the
car," For sale by Anderson & Fow-
ler Drug Co., incorporated.
or
at_
ASSURES SUPPORT llopkinsville, Saturday, Sept.
G 0 V. BECKHAM REPLIES T 0
GOV. 13) TTERSON'S LETTER.
Will do All in His Power to Aid in End-
ing Outrages.—The
Lockert Case.
In a letter addressed to Gov. Pat-
terson Thursday by Gov. J. C. W.
Bea ham, of Kentucky, the Tenn-
essee authorities are assured of the
support of the governor of Kentucky
in seeking to put an end to the var-
ious depredations which have re-
cently been committed in the dark
tobacco district pf Kentucky and
Tennessee,savs the Nashville Amer
ican. The letter received from Gov.
Beckham is to the effect that the
the matter of the outrage alleged to
have been committed on John Lock-
hert, at Guthrie, Ky., has been thor-
oughly look3d into by the Todd
county officials, and that as the sit-
uation now stands. he stated that
Kentucky authorities must conform
to the statutes quoted in the letter.
The letter is a reply to a communi-
cation by Gov. Patterson acquaint-
ing Gov. Beckham with the facts of
the outrage said to have been com-
mitted upon Lockert. Gov. Patter-
son offered rewards aggregating $4,-
000, which, with a reward previous-
ly offered, made the total for the
conviction of thenight riders $4,500,
and called upon Gov. Beckham to
take some action- in the matter in
order that the depredations might
be stopped. It seems that upon the
receipt of Gov. Patterson's letter the
county judge of Todd county was
notified to take some step toward ap-
prehending the guilty parties, and
the matter was taken up by the
county attorney. In a letter written
to Gov. Beckham by County Attor-
ney Mallory, he states that if any
outrage was ever perpetrated upon
the person of .i.,ockert no mention or
complaint of it was ever made to any
county official. He also states that
in his opinion the outrage is consid-
erably overdrawn, and that as no
postive information of any character
has been received, the common-
wealth of Kentucky would not be
justified in offering a reward. He
also states that he has no sympathy
with the so-called night •rioers, and
if it develops that justice demands a
reward, he will so recommend.
The letter of Gov. Beckham is as
follows:
"My Dear Governor --Your letter
of Aug. 16, in reference .to the out-
rage said to have been coinmitted on
one John Lockert, at Gui brie, Ky.,
came during my absence, and was
acknowledged by my secretary. We
took such steps as we were authoriz-
ed to take under our law, and wrote
to the county judge of Todd county,
in which Guthrie is located. We
proceeded under section 1932, Ken-
tucky statutes, covering such cases.
and that section reads as follows:
" 'In aggravated cases of murder
and other felonies against the per-
son, when the accused shall flee
from justice, the governor, on petit-
ion of the circuit or county judge of
the county, may issue his proclama-
tion, offering a reward not exceed-
ing $500, for the apprehension of the
accused.'
"In answer to our letter to the
county judge I received a letter from
Mr. Mallory, the county attorney, a
copy of which I inclose herein. It is
hardly necessary to assure you that
I have done, and will do, everything
possible to stop all such alleged out-
rages, and punish all who may be
guilty of them. My power in such
matters is considerably Limited by
the above statute, but I 'offered a
general reward several months ago
with a view to prevent such lawless-
ness. I shall continue to investigate
this trouble about which you wrote
me, and do everything to bring the
guilty persons to justice."
There's a reason for that ache in
your back—right where it "stitches"
every time you bend over, turn
around or walk any distance. It's
your kidneys. Take DeWitt's Kid-
ney and Bladder Pills. They are un-
equalled for backache, weak kidneys
and inflammation of the bladder. A
week's treatment 26c. Sold by R.C.
Hardwick.
A Humane Appeal
Those desiring life insurance wi'l
find it to their interest to investigate
the plans and record of the Mutual
Benefit Life Insurance company of
Newark, N. J. No Stockholders.
All profits divided among policy
holders. It is conspicuous for eccno-
mical management, liberality. of iC
policy contract, fair dealings with
its members and large annual divi-
dends to reduee • cost of your insur-,
ance.
ly H. D. WAhLACE, Agt.
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-.PREMIER PERFORMERS.
AMERI (XS ONLi
AMUSEMENT ENTERPRISt
WHICH HAS CiP(ORNaviGATCOD
Thrilling Equestrians, Peerless Aerialists, Dazzling Wire Kings and Queens,
Amazing Acrobats and Gymnasts, Boneless Marvels, Dashing Race
Riders and Drivers, Expert Bicyclists, Wonderful
Jugglers, Astorisolingly Educated Ele-
phants, Horses, Ponies, Dogs, Goats,
Monkeys and Bare Fierce Ani 
WZ NEVER DIVIDE
OR DISAPPOINT IWP FEVER CHANG1OUR DATES.
Everything .WealthAcan Procure—Culture Suggest—Experience Concel-/e.
THE GREAT BLACK WILD BACTARIAN CAMEL Z:Vtafizinof::
ONLY ONE EVER SEEN IN AMERICA. Hind** Koos!,
THEY'RE NEVER HAPPY
UNI Pcs-S THEY'RE MAD. BLACK TIGERS WE OWN THE ONLY ONES EVERSEEN ANYViHERE ON THE GLOBE.
OUR TENTED zoos Contain Species of Teeming EARTH'S RAREST CREATURES.
WITH THESE AND ONLY THESE GREAT SHOWS ARE TO BE FOUNT.t
Signal I)
Astoundlag
Superior
High-Class
Postures
Berdie Rolland
Eva Clark
Aerial Shawn .
Aerial Goyts
Aerial D'Espae
Roschetta Brothers
Russell Trio
Seven Delameada
Coshelle Trio
Pacheco Family
Linda Jeal Julian 
Mike 
Rool Trio
Rose Geer 
ney
Wm. Rolland Wm. Winslow
ProL Joe Berris and Over 200 Others, .
INCLUDING
41 Jolty, Male and Female
Joke-Making Jesters.
SOMETHING THE CHARMING
REALLY NEW MILE 071111 PARISIAN BELLE
IN A
FEARFUL, FRIGHTFUL, FRENZIED, FLYING FLIGHTSPANNING DEATH'S 
ARCH
„
THE MOST SENSATIONAL FEATURE
_ ACT EVER CONCEIVED
ABSOLUTELY FREE TWICE DAILY CN THE SNOW GROUNDS
IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE PARADE AND AGAIN AT 6:30 P. M.
only living Woman who rides a Bicycle down a steep Incline into Space an.
ACROSS A 55-FOOT YAWNING DEATH TRAP.
STILL THERE ARE MORE STARTLERS TO FOLLOW.
WATCH T RAIN OR
virAA11.?FoR 2 BIC STREET PARADE AT 10 A. fht.SHINE
Overwhelming moving Miles of Wealth and Splendor. Open Dens of Fierce Wild
. Beasts, Herds of Elephants, Camels, Ponies, Horses. Five Bands
Qf Music and all Exclusive New Novelties.
TWO PERFORMANCES IN ALL SUN AND WATERPROOF TENTS AT le
AND 8 P. M. Doors Open One Hour Earlier for a tour of the Peerless Triple Men.
nageries and attendance of the Musical Festival by
:?ROF. TINNEY'S CELEBRATED INTERNATIONAL BRASS BAND.
I'   ______. 
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Colic,Cholera End Diarrhea Remedy
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Almost every family has need of
a reliable remedy for colic or diarrhea •
at some time during the year.
This remedy is recom:nended by
dealers who have sold it for many
years and know its value.
It has received thousands of testi-
monials from grateful people.
It has been prescribed by physi-
cians with the most satisfactory results.
It has often saved life before med-
icine could have been sent for or a
physician summoned.
It only costs a quarter. Can you
afford to risk so much for so little?
• J .
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Calm age
Sermon
By Rev.
Frank De Wirt Talmage, D. D.
Los Angeles Cal., Sept. I.—In this
sermon for Labor day the preacher
shon-s it to be the duty of those who
have prospered to make a generous
taut considerate use of their wealth,
lastead of regarding it as a means to
minister to their own selfishness. The
text is Luke zit, 17, "What shall I do,
beenuse I have no room where to be-
my fruits?"
The chief character of my text is an
old miser. He is just like thousands
et 'men and women we see in daily
life or read about in the newspapers.
Ile was evidently one of the agricul-
turn! ivaders of the east. Perhaps he
started as a poor boy. He may have
been one of the immigrants who came'
to Jerusalem during Herod's adminis-
tration. He may have been born in
Italy and have gone to Syria to seek
his fortune. In this faroff province
'of the east he hires himself out as a
farm hand. He saves his wages and
works hard. But he has a keen mind
as well as a willing hand4 He buys
a little farm. There is si period of
prosperity. The crops grow larger
- and larger. He begins to have money
to invest, and he places mortgages
upon his neighbors' farms and merci-
lessly forecloses them. His landed
estate widens. He is one of those for-
tunate or unfortunate bpings who,
having an absorbing passion for gold,
find everything turn to gold that they
touch. He builds great granaries, and
they are always full. His sheep and
air cattle are browsing everywhere. His
horses are the finest. His soil is the
richest. Though he has many barns.
the increasing crop is so great that he
does not know what to do with it.
He has more than he can use. In
other words, he is embarrassed with
the abundance of his riches. "What
shall I, do with all this crop?" he asks
himself. "I must build larger barns.
Then I will store away so much that
I will never have to work any more
and just live to enjoy my wealth."
Folly of Surplus Wealth.
Let me read you the story: "And he
said, 'This will I do—I will pull down
my barns and build greater, and there
will I bestow all my fruits and my
goods." Though he had more than
he could use, he still kept gathering in.
He doubtless thought himself a most
successful man, and his neighbors, if
they were such people as live in our
times, envied him and looked up to
him iovith reverence. But Christ tells
us that there was another opinion of
his life and character, and that, too,
by one who held life and death in his
hands. God said he was a fool.
Now, it is a terrible thing for God
to say that of any one, for his judg-
ment is true. None of us would like
him to say that of us. Then we must
be careful to avoid these faults, for
God judges now by the same stand-
ard as he did in the time of this rich
farmer. Now, as his fault related to
his surplus wealth, it is an appropri-
ate subject for consideration on this
Sunday orecediug Labor day.
Thoughts on Labor Day.
I would say to a successful man:
You know you are in sentence. You
know you have more than you can eat
up or wear out. You know that you
are hoarding up more money than will
ever be good for your children to in-
herit. If you are a wise father, you
will compel them to work for their
living, as you worked for yours. It
will be better for you, instead of de-
veloping your penuriousness, to learn
the gospel law of giving and of help-
ing. And today I want to tell you
whom you ought to help with your sur-
plus wealth.
First, when you begin to prosper in
life you should be willing to aid those
who have been directly or indirectly
the means of making it possible for
you to achieve the success which is
yours. You should extend the hand of
gratitude to those who helped develop
ybu in your babyhood and boyhood and
youth and manhood. You should think
of your father and mother in the old
homestead, of your old teachers and
of your old employers. They have a
claim on you, for they devoted their
lives to your interest, and you should
now recognize the obligation to help
such of them as need your .help.
.Then, too, there are your employees.
So man ever wins his success alone.
I always like to compare life to a great
battle. A general has a campaign to
fight. What does he do? Does he
tale a gun and a sword and go forth
and fight that battle single handed?
No. He first collects an army made up
af many soldiers. Then he organizes
those soldiers and drills them. He
drafts those soldiers from the best
homes all over the land. He gathers
them from the stores and the factories. •
Then he sets his army in motion and
hurls it against the flanks of the en-
emy, and the lines are broken, and the
battle is won. Now, what would you
think of a general who should come
home from a war and say: "I did it
all. The credit is 'all mine." 'Would
you not consider such a man a selfish
man and iin ingrate? Who were the
staff officers and the right hand men of
that -general? Who were the soldiers
who did the weary sentinel duty and
stormed the breastworks and risked
their lives to make his victory possible?
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Are not the soldiers to have any part
In the_triumph and in the reward of
the nation?
A Word to Employers.
All, no! The true general and the
soldiers of his army are one. When
his soldiers are defeated, he shares the
blame. And sometimes a general will
take upon himself all the discredit of
the defeat. Thus Robert E. Lee, after
the battle of Gettysburg. said: "It was
my fault. It was all my fault." And
General Burnside, after the battle of
Fredericksburg, said: "It was my
fault. It was all my fault." And one
of the last acts of brave Carl Schurz's
life was to write a defense of his own,
Eleventh corpf, which was defeated
by Stonewall Jackson at Chancellors-
ville. whim, on the other hand, one
of the first acts of Sherman or Lee or
Jackson or Grant or Wellington or
Napoleon after a victory was to an-
nounce a long list of promotions for
the men who had specially distin-
guished themselves in the fight and
for the soldiers whose sacrifices had
made the Nictory possible.. "My sol-
diers did it!" is always the cry of the
true, successful general. "My soldiers!
Praise me not any more than you
praise the men Who fight under me.
If you reward me, then reward my
soldiers too."
Now, should you not act on the same
principle? Have there been no other
hands besides yours building your
"palace of success?" What about
your fathers and mothers and brothers
and sisters and the teachers and
friends of your youth? Have they had
ncithing to do with molding your char-
acter and- developing your talents? Did
not your parents give up the best part
of their lives to your interests? Did
not your sisters and brothers make
sacrifices for your education? What
about the little old village church
where you used to be taken as a boy
and where, to a great extent, your spir-
itual character was formed? Have
you ever done anything for that
church? Have you helped to pay off
its mortgage? Have you bought a
new organ for that church? Have
you ever sent a dollar to help support
the poor widow of your old pastor, who
did so much for your spiritual health?
How about your old schoolteachers?
Have you done anything for them?
No. You stick your thumbs in the
lapel of your coat and pat your chest
approvingly and contentedly say: "I
am a self made man. These people
had nothing to do with my present suc-
cess. I won it all. Yes, I won it all."
I know from your words that your un-
grateful heart has turned into stone
and that it will need a blast of dyna-
mite to break it from its present in-
gratitude and forgetfulness.
The Worker Deserves a Full Share.
Then what about your present staff
of employees? Are they to receive no
financial share of your present suc-
cess? You know you have men work-
ing for you today who are simply in-
valuable. You know that if a rival
firm should come and offer certain
men in your firm 'a third more than
they are receiving you would be glad
to advance their wages rather than
lose them. You know that if hard
times should come and business should
run behind you would cut your ein-
ployc wages down. And yet when
your business is prospering you give
those employees no share of the pros-
perity. Now, my brother, I want to
ask you, is that square? Is that right?
If you ask those men with whom you
areassociated to share your adversity
when it comes, ought you not to let
those same faithful men and women
share your prosperity?
But there is another large class of
people who need your help today and
who have a right to claim it. They
are not the old men and women nor
the middle aged. They are not the
people who for years have been living
by your stde. They are not the people
with whom perhaps you are even ac-
quainted. But they are the boys and
the .girls or the young folks who are
standing upon the threshold of life
with some fearful mental or physicai
or spiritual handicap. These young
people have on them the taint of a
bad ancestral heritage, or by finan-
cial misfortune they are compelled to
grow up amid vitiating social environ-
ments. Unless nine one comes to
their help they are doomed to make
a failure,out of life before they s'zart.
God expects you to help them.
The Chile! Breadwinner.
Here, for instance, is a young boy
who has a large number of brothers
and sisters. He is born in the beauti-
ful city of Philadelphia. But thou-
sands and hundreds of thousands
families are there, and he is only an
atom in a great crowd. His father is
a hardworking, brave, noble man.
But one day a scaffolding upon which
he is working drops, and almost hu-
mediately the husband and father is
dead. His mangled corpse is carried
home to the little cottage. Now, how
Is that young boy ten years of age to
get an education? Who is to feed him
and to educate him and to clothe him?
The mother? Well, if the mother is
to be the breadwinner, who will stay
at home 'and look after the children?
Can a weak mother do a man's work
and a woman's work at the same
time? Is it possible for her to be in
two places at thsinie time? Unless
some one comes to this wornan's help
that boy will have no chance for ssuc-
cess. He will be sent forth to help cart
his living almost before he is out of the
nursery. He may bejOine a newsboy,
He may be pitilessly thrown among the
vile influences of a street gutter. Then
his moral charaeter, in all probability,
will be wrecked while he is yet only a
little child. Who will be the Stephen
Girard to reach out the helping hand
to rescue that child?
Have you ever visited Girard college
In Philadelphia? It is one of the no-
blest institutions in the world. It was
forinded by an old miser. Eatenhan
Girard during his lifetime was a Shy-
lock who always demanded his full
pound of flesh from his victims. In
his financial dealings he seemed to be
as merciless as an Ebenezer Scrooge or
a wrinkled up, shriveled hearted Mar-
ley. But, though Stephen Girard was
mercenary. he was no fool. He knew
that he could not take his gold across
the river Styx, so as he began to grow
old and come nearer and nearer to the
end of life he said to himself: "I must
leave this money behind when I die.
I will leave it to the people to whom It
ran do the most good." Then he asked
himself this question: "Who are Alie
people who most need help? Why.
they are the children who have no fa-
thers to help them along and to give
them the right kind of a start." So
Stephen Girard lumped all his fortune
together. He left it to a board of
trustees to establislt an institution in
which the fatherless boys of Pennsyl-
vania could be clothed and fed and ed-
ucated until they were able to take
care of themselves. Could he have
done a grander work with his money?
Tell me, with so many helpless young
People about, cannot you do something
to help those young folks by your side?
Protection of Youth.
But, though all people should try to
help the helpless young folks, this plea
ought to come especially home to those
who have never been blessed with chil-
dren. God pity the man or the woman
into whose heisrt there has never come
a little child to love and to develop.
No human life is complete without a
child. My friend, if you have not a
child, bone of your bone and flesh of
your flesh, to love and to nurture, then
for your own good as well as for the
good of some help:ess children I beg
and plead with you to adopt one. Do
not be afraid that an adopted child, on
account of its unfortunate parents,
may turn out bad. Dr. T. J. Barnard°,
the greatest authority on children of
the slums that ever lived and the one
man who saved more children to God
and to worldly usefulness and respecta-
bility than other men, gave this as his
testimony: "I am strongly of the opin-
ion that there is no inherent tendency
In any boy or girl, no matter how
descended or how surrounded, which
may not be eradicated or at least sub-
jugated under favorable conditions. In
the fierce contest between heredity and
environment I firmly believe that, all
other things being equal, environment
Is the more potent. No one is hopeless-
ly handicapped by his birth conditions."
In other words, with so many children
In our foundling asylums who need
your help, are you going to turn your
back upon them and keep on growing
more selfish and mean as you are
aging? For God's sake, for your own
sake as well as for the children's sake,
adopt a child just as soon as you can.
God never meant you to live without
the loving influence of some little child
In your home. Take some child to
your heart and throw your protecting
arms about it.
The Helping Hand.
We are to help those standing upon
the threshold of life. We must do
more than that—we are to extend finan-
cial aid and spiritual help to those
who seem to have made a complete
failure of life. We should extend
the helping hand to those whose sins
and errors have flung them down, and
to those who have lost faith hi them-
selves, and to those whom the world
has cast aside as useless and of no
account. One of the hardest tasks in
the world is to save a man after his
backbone of faith in himself has been
broken. Men are often spoiled for
life by too much censure. A man doe:3
wrong; he commits an awful 'sin, and
at once the- world pitches into him.
Ile is driven out of the store, out of
the church, out of respectable society.
No matter where he goes, his sin dog:;
his footsteps. Now, my friends, I
want to tell you that no man has ever
fallen so low in sin but there is yet
some goad in him. If we only go
about it in the right way, we can win
that man back to the paths of truth
and of right. Don't growl a man into
being bad, but love a man into being
good.
Lastly, we should help those who
have lived their lives and are now in
the Indian summer of their earthly
existence, as well as the middle aged
who have erred. and those who are
young. We should help the aged amid
the cripples and the chronic invalids
and those whose lives will always be
dependent upon others. You are to
do this not only for those who are
your kith and kin, but also for those
who have no direct claim upon your
benefaction.
Pity the Unfortunate.
Now, why should you not help the
maimed and the halt and the deaf
and the dumb and the blind? Are
you going to save your money and
leave it to your ablebodied children, so
that they can lie around in ease and do
nothing? Do you not realize that ev-
ery dollar you give to your children
after you have given them a good edu-
cation in all probability will lessen
their mental and physical vitality? If
you want your boys and girls to be
strong and brave and self reliant.
then You must teach them to labor as
you have labored. Are you going to
turn your backs upon God's helpless
sick and aged and give your all to
your children, so that they 'shalt be-
come weak and helpless? Just run
over for me the list of the sons of
wealthy men of your youth. How
have they turned out, handicapped
with their fathers' wealth? Would
you like your ehildren to 1Secome as
those sons of wealthy men are? Are
you going to take this necessity of a
struggle away from your boys and
girls? Are you going to unman your
children and take from them the very
disciplise and stuggie which have
made you what you are? Then, if
you are not going to squander your
money upon ykr ablebodied children,
will you not spend it where it is so
much needed, In heltatng along the "old
folks' homes," in endowing hospital
beds for the sick and in helping t3
alleviate the sufferings of those who
are dependent upon human medica-
ment?
In God'o Vineyard.
And I plead with you thus to scatter
your money for another reason. When
you begin to give your money -to the
lame, the halt, the blind and the aged,
the time will not be far distant when
you will gladly give your own per-
sonal strength to the care of the un-
fortunate as well as your money. It
is almost an impossibility for a man to
continually give his money to the un-
fortunates of life unless at the same
time he gives his personal self to the
same service. The story is told by a
London pastor that one day he was
visiting at a humble home, and among
the donations he received for the mis-
sionary cause was a half shilling from
a little boy who sold newspapers upon
the street. A short time after there
was a great missionary meeting to be
held in Exeter hall. What was the
surprise of some of this newsboy's
friends to see him with his face and
hands washed going along in his Sun-
day clothes to the missionary meeting.
"Hey, there, Bill," they cried, "what's
the matter? Where are you going?"
"Oh," said Bill, "I gave my money to
this missionary cause. I am a partner
In the business, and I am going to the
meeting to find out what those fellows
are doing with my money." So when
a man gives his money to help God's
unfortunate ones the time will not be
far distant when that man, as one of
Christ's disciples, will be working in
God's vineyard with his own hands
and feet and lips and life.
If you are going to make anything
out of your life in reference to happi-
ness, it is about time for you to com-
mence to work for God's unfortunate
ones. You know as well as I know that
the selfish life does not pay. You
know that a long succession of dances
and parties does not bring to you the
peace that was enjoyed by your Chris-
tian mother and father, who spent
most of their lives in helping God's
needy. Will you, 0 man, stop storing
up your harvests in your granaries?
Will you not rather scatter them
abroad for suffering mankind? Will
you not give your life for others and
In seeking their joys find your own rich
blessing? May God teach us to give
to others until at last we surrender all
for God's glory and man's happiness.
Give, as the light that flows out of heaven;
Give, as the waves when their channel is
riven;
Give, as the free air and sunshine are
given.
Lavishly, utterly, Joyfully given—
Not the waste drops of thy cup overflow-
ing,
Not the faint sparks of thy hearth ever
glowing,
Not a pale bud from the June rose bloom-
ing.
Give as he gave thee, who gave thee to
give.
REMOVES
• J. BLOOD HUMORS
When the blood is pure and healthy the skin will be soft, smooth and
free from eruptions, but when the blood becomes infected with some un-
healthy humor the effect is shown by rashes, eruptions, boils and pimples,
or other disfiguring and annoying skin disease. The skin is provided with
countless pores and glands which act as a drainage system to rid the body
of impurities through the perspiration that is constantly passing through
thcse little tubes. There are other glands that pour out on the skin an oily
substance to keep it soft and pliable. When the blood becomes filled with
humors and acids these are thrown off through the pores and glands,
burning and irritating the skin and drying up the natural oils so that we
have not only Acne, Eczema, Salt Rheum, etc., but such dry, scaly skin
affections as Tetter, Psoriasis, and kindred troubles. The treatment of skin
troubles with salves, washes, lotions, etc. is not along the right line. True,
such treatment relieves some of the itching and discomfort and aids in keep-
ing the skin clear, but it does not reach the real cause of the trouble, which
are humors in the blood, and it can therefore have no real curative effect on
these skin affections. S. S. S., a gentle acting and perfect blood purifier, is
the best and quickest treatment. It goes down into the blood and removes
the humors, fiery acids and poisons from the circulation, cools the overheat-
ed blood, and by sending a fresh stream of nourishing blood to the skin
permanently cures skin diseases of every character. S. S. S. is made entirely
of health producing roots, herbs and barks, and is an absolutely safe remedy
for young or old. S. S. S. cures Eczema, Acne, Salt Rheum, Tetter, Pso-
riasis, and all other disagreeable and unsightly eruptions of the skin. Special
book on Skin Diseases arid any medical advice desired furnished free to all
who write. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
ACC1 DENTS
will happen in the best regulated
families. Many disastrious fires are
started by some trival accident. It's
useless to think of Insurance after
your property has been destroyed.
Every man owes it to himself and
family to make provision against
loss by fire. Take a hint amid insure.
It costs little and may save yoP
much.
BEN S. WINFREE,
Fire ana Life Insurance,
Office with Winfree & Knight
Louisville 86 Nashville Railroad
TIME CARD Effective April 13,1905
NORTH. SOUTH;
No. 62 St. Louis Express...10:12 a m No. 61 St. Louis Express....6:18 p in
No. 64 St. Louis Fast... ....10:06 p m No. 515t. Louis Fast Mail. .5:37 a M2
No. 92 Chicago and New No. 93tChicago and New
Orleans Limited.... 6:07 a m Orleans Limited 11 :6Q p in
No. fki Hopkinsville Accom .8:158 p m Nc. 66 Hopkinsville!Accona.7 :06 a in
Nos. 62 and 64 conneet, at St. Lis for all points west.
No. 61 connects at Guthrie for Meumphis line points as far south as
Erin and for Louisville, Cincinnati and the east.
Nos. 63 and 66 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, Cin
cinnati and all points north and east thereof! Nos. 63 anp 66 also connect
for Memphis and way ,pointim.
No. 92 runs througn to Chicago and will not carry passengeo U p Ants
south cf Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.
No. 93 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonville, St. Augustine
and Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to New Orleans. Connecta
Guthrie for points east and west. J • C. HOOE, Agt.
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Free, $500 Kimball Piano
For the next 20 Weeks, beginning July 30th, the following merchants will give a ticket with every
10c Cash Purchase, which you can vote for the church, lodge, society or individual of your choice.
The one receiving the greatest number of adverthing votes gets the Piano Free.
Sealed Ballot Box at Anderson-Fowler Drug Co., Incorporated
 
'aux
ROPER & LONG
Hopkinsville - Steam- Bakery
Try a loaf of Whole Wheat Bread.pure, sweat and
nutritious. Full line confections. Ice cream in any
quantity delivery to any part of the city. Cumb.
Phone 743-2. Home Phone 1143.
M. D. KELLY,
The Leading Jeweler and Optician
Complete optical department. Make a specialty of
testing and fitting the eyes. Consultation free. Call
and see. our complete line of high grade Watches.
No. 8, north Main street.
GOLAY St HURT,
Livery, Feed and Board Stable.
Corner Virginia and Tenth streets. Special at-
tention given to boarding horses. Cumberland
phone 38, Home phone 1237
T. E. Fate's Restaurant
FOR CHOICE MEALS AND SHORT
ORDER SPECIALTIES
Ninth Street 2nd door east of Postoffice
S. B. HOOSER & CO.,
The Most Up-to-Date Millinery
Reduced prices on all lines during August. Call
and be convinced. No. 11, Elks Bldg
HOPKINSVILLE PANTATORIUM
Suits sent for, cleaned, pressed and delivered. La-
dies work a specialty. Suits made to order. Agents
for Globe Tailoring Co. and Edwin E. Strauss Co.,
tailor made clothes at less cost than ready ina,de.
We give votes on all cash paid in our business.
Phone 166 M. W. MERRITT, Proprie.tor.
TIN AND PLUMBING WORK
ought always to be good. That's the only way we
know how to do it. For entire new jobs or repair
work engage. Estimates cheerfully furnished.
HOPKINSVILLE 'LUMBER CO..
Incorporated Both Phones
R. E. Qualls Music Co.,
Kimball Pianos Piano Players
and Organs and Player Pianos
Sold on easy payments. Coquet. 7th and Vir Sts
PLANTERS HARDWARE CO.,
( Incorporated)
FINE CARRIAGES, BUGGIES,
RANGES, COOK STOVES,
AMMUNITION, DC
HARNESS
GUNS,
The Anderson-Fowler Drug Co.
Incorporated.
Leaders in Toil 4 Articles, Leather Goods and
Smokers' Supplies,
Votes given with each 10c purchase at our Foun-
tain or Cigar Counter.
•
•
•
The Virginia-St Meat Market *
Fresh and Smoked T. H. Richarcison
Meats of All Kinds. Proprietor a
vir St., opp. Hotel Latham. Phones 437 and 1316
 •
J. T. WALL •Sik CO.,
Clothing, Shoes, Hats,Furnishings
A Complete Line of Children's Clothing,
Shoes and Furnithings.
The Original I heatoriurn
OPPOSITE THE JOHN MOAYON
COMPANY
We will give one Vote with every Sc Admission
KEACH FURNITURE CO.,
leading dealers in
Furniture, - Carpets - and - Stoves
Ninth St Cash or Credit Both Phones
The New will give one vote for each 10 centspaid on subscriptions to the Daily
Era or Weekly New Era and on Job
Work or on advertising.
J. MILLER CLARK,
GROCERIES and PRODUCE
Specials—Heinz's Line, Swift's Prem. Breakfast
Bacon, Live and Dressed Poultry, fish and bysters
in season, Kimmerling Butter, Phones, Home 1121
Cumb 500. Cor. 6th and Vir. Sts.
T. M. JONES,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in
Staple - and - Fancy - Dry - Goods
Carpets, Oilcloths, Linoleums and Rugs
Oraphophones, Gramophones and Phonogrophs
on Easy Payments at
C. E. West, Jr., Graphophone Store
Every Record made by the Columbia, Edison and
Victor people always in stock. Call andh ear the
latest records. Phoenix Bldg., 9th St.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Piano on Exhibition at J. T. Wall & Co's Store
;
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ONEY ACK!
THAT'S WHAT WE GIVE
On All Cash Tickets Dated
Audust 291.
•
All Goods Sold for Cash August 29th, WE LOOSE, PURCHASERS GAIN
Promptly at 10 o'clock this morniag at our store room in the presence of all, Mr. Gus Brannon opened the enve-
lope selected by him on August 8th, and the date it contained was Thursday, AUGUST 29, which entitles all
holders of CASH TICKETS DATED AUG. 29 TO THE AMOUNT EACH TICKET CALLS FOR PAID IN CASH.
Present Tickets For Payment From Wednesday, Sept. 4th, to Wednesday, Sept. 18th
Inclusive. After Wednesday, Sept. 18th, They Are Worthless.
What Did You Spend for Groceries Aug. 29? Was It Cash or Credit?
If CASH and With COOPER, YOUR MONEY BACK, if credit any-
where or CASH Spent except at COOPER'S, YOU ARE the LOOSER
One Day's Cash Sales
During Seolember, 1907
To Be IVE AWAY
We will give tickets with all C kSH SALES during the month of SEPTEMBER, the date to be determined ex-
actly in the same way the August date was. The date for September was this morning selected by Mr. R. K.
Ward in the presance of all from among the 25 business dates of the month and placed in keeping of Mr. Gus
Brannon cashier Commercial & Savings Bank to be opened by him at our store room TUESDAY morning OCT-,
1st 1907 at 10 o'clock, ALL ARE INVITED, and the date the envelope contain will entitle all holders of CASH
TICKETS on that date to their MONEY BACK. T1CKE IS will not be cashed until THURSDAY OCT. 3rd 1907
but if present on that day or ony time up to and including THURSDAY OCT. 17th 1907 the amount they call for
will be paid in cash. AFTER THURSDAY OCT. 17th 1907, they are worthless.
.4f 44-T2L4 4.4
'4",c • .144.4
-so` .•
.440.44
BE SURE AND GET TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES
Ti Coo er & CO
•••••.,
